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ABSTRACT

The following report details a research project comprised of two phases. Phase I included the full-scale experimental testing of two built-

up truss chord members removed from service. The members were installed into a reaction frame and loaded to failure to determine

remaining capacity in the presence of pack rust, as well as after-failure load redistribution behavior mimicking the member in a state

following complete fracture of half the cross section. Phase I also included a finite element–based parametric study calibrated by the

experimental work. The study was focused on two-channel axially loaded members for the purpose of developing closed-form solutions

intended for evaluation of internal member redundancy. During Phase II of the project, a small round-robin-style inspection and load

rating study was performed with certified bridge inspectors and practicing load rating engineers. The purpose was to investigate the

variability in the inspection and evaluation of severely corroded steel tension members. This process evaluated two separate, but related,

sources of variability within the inspection and load rating process. The variability in each task was controlled such that variability in

the load ratings was not compounded by variability in the inspection findings.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The research project was comprised of two distinct
phases. Phase I included the experimental and analytical
studies of the bridge specimens, involving a parametric
study of two-channel members for purposes of devel-
oping closed-form solutions intended for evaluation of
internal member redundancy and after-fracture stress
range calculations. Phase II included a round-robin
study investigating variability of inspection results for
corrosion damaged members, as well as the variability
of load rating resulting from inspection data for cor-
rosion damaged members. This report details Phase I
activities, performed on truss members from approach
span 16 of the Winona Bridge. The research was con-
ducted at Purdue University’s Robert L. and Terry L.
Bowen Laboratory for Large-Scale Civil Engineering
Research. The final report for Phase II is forthcoming.

The Research Team (RT) received several individual
truss members from the bridge in late summer of 2017.
Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2 show the general condition
of the specimens in the as-delivered condition. The
condition of the rolled channels included some minor
section loss along the top interior edges resulting from
corrosion. Areas of significant pack rust were evident
between the channels and the cover plates along much
of the length of the chords to a depth equal to the first
row of stitching rivets. The gusset connections for the
L2–L6 tension chord sections had some very light cor-
rosion damage, as well. No fatigue or fracture damage

was visually detected by the RT. However, severe
section loss at localized areas of the channel cover
plates that resulted in crack-like defects were noted by
the RT. These are briefly discussed later in the report.

1.1 Modification to Original Scope of Work

As was presented during discussion following the
submission of Interim Report #1 with the Minnesota
Department of Transportation (MNDOT) and the
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) person-
nel, a modest change to the scope of the project was
made to Task 1 ‘‘Member Capacity Testing,’’ which is
part of Phase I work.

The specific changes were as follows:

N Since only two primary chords were received, only testing
on two components was possible.

N Upon inspection, it was concluded that the section loss
on these two members was not very significant. In fact,
as will be discussed, the section loss and pack out that
were present did not appear to reduce the capacity of
the member. Since the overall capacity of the member
appeared to be unaffected by the corrosion in the as-
received condition, the Research Team (RT) determined
there was little reason to conduct additional capacity
testing on other smaller components that have similar or
less corrosion damage.

N In lieu of the portion of the original scope of work
that could not be completed as discussed above, the RT
performed alternative testing to evaluate the internal
redundancy of the members. There is considerable interest

Figure 1.1 Winona Bridge Specimens as they arrived.

Figure 1.2 View of corrosion damage resulting in section loss and pack rust.
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in the topic of internal redundancy of truss-type FCMs
and these alternative tests have greatly contributed to the
efforts of moving recently adopted AASHTO provisions
forward.

2. MATERIAL TESTING

Material was removed from a cover plate, a channel
web, and two gusset plates in order to test for Charpy
V-notch energy (for estimation of the material tough-
ness), yield strength, tensile strength, and chemical
composition. All material testing was performed accor-
ding to requirements of ASTM E415, ASTM E8, and
ASTM E23. Table 2.1 provides the results of the che-
mistry test showing element percentages that are within
the relatively loose standards of the ASTM A7 steel
that likely would have been specified at the time of the
construction of the Winona Bridge in the late 1930s.
This is compared to the 1949 issue of ASTM A7, which
was the earliest issue available to the RT at the time of
this report and likely similar to the current issue at the
time of the Winona Bridge fabrication. ASTM A36
standard did not become a dominant steel in construc-
tion until the early 1960s. The mechanical properties
shown in Table 2.2 are also consistent with minimums
shown in the ASTM A7 (issued in 1949). ASTM A7
required a minimum 24% elongation in 2 inches, a
minimum yield strength of 33 ksi, tensile strength of 60
to 75 ksi for shapes of all thicknesses, and tensile
strength of 60 to 72 ksi for plates up to 1.5 inches thick.
The tests revealed the steel demonstrated considerably
more elongation over the 2-inch gauge length than the
minimum specified value, suggesting higher ductility.
Two samples were taken from each of two gusset plates.

One sample was oriented parallel with the longitudinal
axis of the tension chord (‘‘Horizontal’’) and one sample
was oriented perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of
the tension chord (‘‘Vertical’’). This was done in order
to observe whether differences in the material proper-
ties exist between the perpendicular directions, since
often times the rolling direction of gusset plates cannot
be visually detected. With one exception, differences of
less than 2% were measured between opposing direc-
tions suggesting uniform, orthotropic mechanical prop-
erties. The one exception was the elongation in 2 inches
for the two directions of Gusset Plate 2, where a
difference of 13% was measured.

Although some limited chemical specifications and
tensile capacity minimums were typically provided in
early steel specifications, toughness was not. Tough-
ness is a material property that quantifies the ability of
a material to resist fracture in the presence of a crack.
Direct measurement of toughness requires costly testing
and relatively large piece of material. As a result, an
economical alternative often used is the Charpy V-
notch Impact (CVN) test. These tests are not a direct
measure of toughness, rather a measure of energy
absorption. Using accepted correlation methods, actual
fracture toughness can be estimated from CVN data.

Typically, many CVN impact specimens are tested in
an effort to fully characterize the full temperature
transition curve, establishing the lower shelf, transition,
and upper shelf regions of the material. A minimum of
three specimens are normally tested at each temperature
to characterize inherent scatter in the data. Eighteen
CVN specimens were obtained from a rolled channel web
and from a cover plate (36 specimens, total) in an effort
to develop a complete CVN temperature transition curve

TABLE 2.1
Chemical composition of the Winona Specimens

Element Channel Web Cover Plate Gusset Plate 1 Gusset Plate 2

Carbon (%) 0.23 0.24 0.25 0.26

Manganese (%) 0.49 0.5 0.42 0.63

Phosphorus (%) 0.016 0.016 0.009 0.024

Sulfur (%) 0.015 0.016 0.030 0.046

Silicon (%) 0.05 0.05 0.02 ,0.005

Nickel (%) 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03

Chromium (%) 0.05 0.05 0.02 0.04

Molybdenum (%) 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

Copper (%) 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.03

TABLE 2.2
Mechanical properties of the Winona Specimens

Channel Web Cover Plate

Gusset Plate 1:

Horizontal

Orientation

Gusset Plate 1:

Vertical Orientation

Gusset Plate 2:

Horizontal

Orientation

Gusset Plate 2:

Vertical Orientation

Tensile Strength (ksi) 66.1 69.6 63.7 64.0 70.7 69.9

Yield Strength @ 0.2%

Offset (ksi)

38.6 40.5 36.1 35.2 41.4 42.6

Elongation in 2 inches (%) 37.5 31.2 34.3 33.5 30.2 26.7
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(see Figure 2.1). However, the more data for each test
temperature, the more reliable the estimate of toughness
becomes. Therefore, more specimens were tested at
selected temperature, such as 40uF and 70uF. Due
to the single-digit energy measurements observed at
10uF, it was determined unnecessary to test at any
cooler temperatures. The warmest temperature tested
was 100uF at which the CVN data appear to remain in
the transition region, but may also be approaching the
upper shelf portion of the curve.

As noted in the figure, the specimens from the cover
plate were ‘‘sub-size.’’ A standard CVN specimen is 10
mm 6 10 mm 6 40 mm long. However, because the
cover plate is only 3/8 inch thick (9.5 mm), a full-size
CVN could not be machined and thinner, or sub-size
specimens, measuring 7.5 mm 6 10 mm 6 40 mm long
were required. Standardized testing of sub-size CVN
specimens can be performed. The smaller thickness
dimension of a sub-size specimen can influence the
results in two ways. First, the thinner material has a
reduced cross sectional area, which reduces its ability to
absorb energy. This means the absorbed energy of a
sub-size specimen will be less than that of a standard
size specimen. Second, the reduced thickness of a sub-
size specimen reduces the tri-axial constraint against
plastic flow. This means that the sub-size specimen will
be more ductile making cleavage fracture less likely to
occur. This effect results in fracture mode transition
temperatures that are lower for sub-size specimens than
for standard size specimens. As a result, the American
Petroleum Institute (API) Fitness-For-Service manual
(API 579-1/ASME FFS-1, 2007) provides guidance
for the adjustment of the measured CVN energy absorbed
and the test temperature at which the sub-size specimens

are tested. These adjustments account for the two
effects of the sub-size specimen, which is reflected in
the data plotted in Figure 2.1 and listed in Table 2.3.
In other words, the data in the table and the figure
have been converted to ‘‘full-size’’ equivalent values.

Using the Master Curve Method, the fracture tough-
ness was estimated from CVN impact energy data. Cor-
relation of CVN data was performed for the Winona
Bridge Specimens using the British Standard 7910:2013,
Guide to Methods for Assessing the Acceptability of
Flaws in Metallic Structures, Annex J. There is no
North American equivalent of this standard, and it is
often referenced within the United States for estimation
of fracture toughness and fitness-for-service (FFS)
evaluations. Equation (2.1) below is Equation J.4 from
this standard and is used to correlate CVN data to
fracture toughness. Each parameter is explained below.

Kmat~20z 11z77e 0:019 T{T0{TKð Þ½f 25

B

� �1
4

Ln
1

1{Pf

� �� �1
4

ðEq: 2:1Þ

�g

Where:

Kmat 5 Material toughness measured by stress inten-
sity factor (MPa-!m)

T 5 the temperature at which Kmat (material tough-
ness) is to be determined (uC)

B 5 Thickness of the material for which an estimate
of Kmat is required (mm)

TK 5 25uC. The term TK can be thought of as the term
intended to reflect the scatter (in terms of variation in
temperature) at which one could expect an impact

Figure 2.1 Plot of CVN impact energy vs. temperature: cover plate (CP) and channel web (CW).
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TABLE 2.3
Estimated toughness values at 5% and 50% probability of failure

Channel Web Cover Plate

Test Temperature

(uF)

Average CVN

for Winona Channel

(ft-lbs)

Average CVN for

Winona Cover Plate

(ft-lbs)

Estimated Kmat, Estimated Kmat,

Pf55% (ksi-!in) Pf550% (ksi-!in)

Estimated Kmat, Estimated Kmat,

Pf55% (ksi-!in) Pf550% (ksi-!in)

70

40

10

16.0

10.0

6.8

18.2

10.7

6.0

54

46

40

87

71

60

59

50

43

97

79

66

4

energy of 27J. The value of 25uC is related to a 15uC
standard deviation and 90% confidence. BS 7910:2013
(British Standards Institute, 2013) does allow for a
lower value of TK to be used if supported by experi-
mental data for the material of interest. Lacking such
data, the RT has used TK 5 25uC. (uC)

T27J 5 24uC (for cover plate), 28uC (for channel
web). T27J is the temperature at which 27J is measured
for a standard 10 mm 6 10 mm CVN specimen. This
value is used in estimating the T0 temperature. T27J

(and T40J, which is similar in purpose) are used in
BS7910 because they correspond to typical require-
ments in steel specifications. (uC)

T0 5 6uC (for cover plate), 10uC (for channel web).
T0 refers to a reference temperature at which the material
of interest has a fracture toughness of 91 ksi-!in (100
MPa-!m). The Master Curve is based on a hypothesis
that states that all grades and heats of ferritic steel will
only vary in the temperature value T0. This variable can
be thought of as an ‘‘anchor’’ point for the specific steel
that is being evaluated. Some suggest that the lower
bound CVN data should be used when establishing T27J

because this value is used to calculate T0, as seen in
Equation (2.2), which is Equation J.2 in BS 7910:2013.
However, it is also recognized that such an approach
can be overly conservative when also using TK 5 25uC,
which already accounts for scatter in the CVN data.
Hence, considering these factors it was decided to use
the average CVN data to obtain T0, combined with
TK 5 25uC in Equation (2.1) (uC)

T0~T27J{18 C ðEq: 2:2Þ

Pf 5 5% and 50%. Pf is the probability of the actual
Kmat (material toughness) being less than estimated.
5% and 50% were both used for separate estimates.
Normally, for a FFS assessment where an existing
structure is being evaluated and a level of conservatism
is prudent in determining the safety of a structure that
contains cracks, Pf 5 5% is recommended (a 95%
confidence limit). However, sometimes higher risk is
acceptable in order to determine a reasonable estimate
that is as accurate as possible without being too con-
servative. In these cases a Pf 5 50% is more appropriate
for estimating the material property. Both have been
provided herein.

Table 2.3 contains a summary of the results of the
CVN tests at the specified temperatures, which is based
on the combined data set for all four angles tested.

It also includes the estimated fracture toughness of
the material as a function of temperature. The resulting
estimated toughness values are not considered uncom-
mon for bridge steels of the era of the Winona Bridge.
Note that BS 7910:2013 is intended for lower shelf/
transition behavior and advises that limits should be
in place for Master Curve correlations to ensure that
materials with low upper shelf Charpy energy are not
overestimated. The upper limit for Kmat is more impor-
tant when estimating fracture toughness of in-service
structures rather than those removed from service.
That said, it is the opinion of the RT that estimates of
fracture toughness for the tested material at tempera-
tures above 70uF (beginning of the transition region)
may not be accurate and consequently have been exclu-
ded from the Charpy-toughness correlation. BS7910
includes upper-bound limits when estimating fracture
toughness from CVN data, which would also limit the
calculated values at these temperatures. The raw CVN
data obtained from each component, as well as the
Master Curve plots for 5% and 50% probability of
failure, are included in Appendix A.

As a point of interest, Table 2.4 compares the
modern CVN impact energy requirements from Section
6 of the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specification
with the average CVN impact energy test results for the
Winona Bridge at the service temperature indicated.
As can be seen, the only category for which the historic
steel would meet the modern specification is Zone 1
Nonfracture-critical. (It is noted that the bridge was
located in Winona, Minnesota, which is classified as Mini-
mum Service Temperature Zone 2 and would presently be
required to meet the FCM CVN requirements.) However,
since no requirements were in place at the time the
bridge was constructed, it is not surprising or uncom-
mon for bridge steels like this not to meet modern
ASTM specified minimums. Nevertheless, recent
research at Purdue University for internal redundancy
of mechanically fastened built-up members has unequi-
vocally concluded that the toughness of steels for
built-up members is not critical to the redundancy of
the member (Hebdon, Korkmaz, Martı́n, & Connor,
2015; Lloyd, Bonachera Martı́n, Korkmaz, & Connor,
2018). A characteristic of built-up members referred
to as cross-boundary fracture resistance (CBFR) ena-
bles the member to arrest running fractures at the
boundaries between components stopping the frac-
ture from propagating across the entire cross section,



TABLE 2.4
Comparison of CVN impact energy for Grade 36 steel

Service Temperature (uF)

AASHTO Fracture-Critical

(ft-lbs)

AASHTO Nonfracture-

Critical (ft-lbs)

Average for Winona Channel

(ft-lbs)

Average for Winona Cover

Plate (ft-lbs)

70 (Zone 1)

40 (Zone 2)

10 (Zone 3)

25

25

25

15

15

15

16.0

10.0

6.8

18.2

10.7

6.0

5

regardless of how poor the fracture toughness of the
steel may be.

3. SETUP FOR EXPERIMENTAL TESTING

Two specimens cut from the tension chord of Span
16 were identified as candidates for the member
capacity testing. A horizontally oriented self-reacting
load frame was designed with capacity for 1.5 million
pounds and was fitted with four hydraulic jacks, each
having capacity for 300 kips, for a total payload
of 1.2 million pounds. Two 60-foot-long W24 6 146
rolled wide flange beams were used in this frame and
were sized and braced to ensure the frame possessed

sufficient axial stiffness and buckling capacity. The
reaction columns for the load frame were fabri-
cated from these wide flange beams and can be seen in
Figure 3.1.

Load and reaction boxes were fabricated at the
Bowen Laboratory, along with connection and splice
plate components, and all bracing components. Figure
3.2 shows the specimen placed between the reaction
columns with the loading box attached. Figure 3.3
shows a top-down perspective of this area. The four
hydraulic jacks pushed against the loading box,
reacting against the reaction columns resulting in
the specimen being loaded in axial tension. A reaction
box identical to the loading box was connected to the

Figure 3.1 Self-reacting load frame with four hydraulic jacks.



Figure 3.2 Load frame with specimen placed and ready for testing.

Figure 3.3 Top view of loading mechanism and specimen connection.
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opposite end of the specimen providing a load path
between the specimen and the reaction columns, seen
in Figure 3.4. In this way the load was contained
entirely within the load frame. Two connection plates
clamped each of the two built-up channels at both

ends of the specimen, being connected in bearing with
high-strength bolts. The connection plates were welded
to connection angles, which in turn were bolted to the
load and reaction boxes, transferring load through
fastener bearing.



Figure 3.4 Reaction box connection to the reaction columns.

Figure 3.5 Winona Bridge Span 16 framing elevation.
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Steel rollers can be seen along the length of the load
frame in Figure 3.1. Smaller rollers are also placed
along the length of the two reaction columns allowing
the entire frame to effectively float without transferring
load into the floor. This allowed the specimens to strain
under tension and the reaction columns to strain under
compression without preventing their relative move-
ments. This aspect of the load frame was important
because displacements of the long specimens were
significant. For example, at the peak test load the
specimens reached 1+ inch of axial extension.

Specimen 1 and Specimen 2 were two full-length
tension chords removed from Span 16, as indicated in
Figure 3.5 with the dashed red rectangle. Specimen 1
was from the east truss line chord and Specimen 2 was
from the west truss line chord. The specimens were
approximately 65 feet long upon arrival. Preparation of
the specimens for testing included trimming each end to

the length required to make the connection to the load
frame. The final length of each of the specimens was
740.5 inches (61.7 feet). Rivets were removed at each
end and bolt holes were drilled for connection to the
load frame. The cross sectional area between L1 and L2
reduced to only the rolled channel, thus, to be able to
test the full capacity of the larger cross section between
L2 and L6, the RT installed an A992 Grade 50 splice
plate near the L2 gusset plate and connection into the
reaction box. The strengthening plate can be seen in
Figure 3.6 where it is shown shortly after installation
and prior to placing the specimen inside the load frame.
All connections were bearing-type connection using
ASTM F3125 Grade A325 high strength bolts. This
allowed the RT to significantly reduce the number of
required bolts, as well as the size of the loading and
reaction boxes. It also made ‘‘shake down,’’ explained
later, an important part of the testing sequence.



Figure 3.6 Connection at the reaction end of the specimen showing the additional plate added to allow for strength testing of the
main section of the specimen.
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4. RESULTS OF STRENGTH TESTS

Strength tests were performed on Specimen 1 and
Specimen 2 of the Winona Bridge Span 16 tension
chords in the ‘‘as-delivered’’ condition. Following minor
adaptation of the specimens described above to connect
them into the loading frame, axial load was applied to
the specimens to approximately 220% of the original
design load. In addition, a section of Specimen 2 was
later cooled and loaded to attempt brittle failure at
a location deemed to be most susceptible to fracture
due to existing corrosion damage. This test and the
damage is detailed below. Data were collected during
tests using bondable foil resistance strain gages that
were installed on the cover plate, channel web, and
channel flanges along the length of the specimen. A
calibrated pressure transducer was placed in-line with
the hydraulic system to measure load. Calibrated string
potentiometers, which measure linear displacement,
were installed at each end of the specimen. Two string
‘‘pots’’ were used so that relative displacement between
the reaction and loading ends could be measured since
the frame and specimen were free to move in either
direction along the rollers. Thus, the actual axial
elongation of the member could be calculated. Several
load cycles were carried out on the first specimen to
ensure settlement of the load frame and specimen con-
nections. This is often referred to in laboratory testing
as ‘‘shake down.’’ Next, the specimen was incrementally
loaded and then slowly released. The strains, load, and
displacements were recorded for all tests.

Figure 4.1 plots the load-displacement curve for the
final load cycles of Specimen 1, which was repeated two
times (Test 5 and Test 6). The peak load was 1150 kips.
The solid blue line is the estimated, or nominal, load-
displacement curve based on a simple mechanics of
materials equation for displacement of an axially
loaded body (i.e., d 5 PL/AE). The measured curves
correlated well with the nominal estimation and

indicated a linear-elastic response to the load. The
peak load of 1150 kips surpassed the original design
load by 222% and effectively reached the capacity of
the hydraulic jacks.

Figure 4.2 plots the load-displacement curve for the
final load cycle of Specimen 2, which was not repeated
until it after the section was cooled. The peak load was
1108 kips, however, some non-linear response can be
seen to begin around 1060 kips. This most likely was
either bolt slip or local yielding at fasteners connecting
the specimen to the loading frame. No signs of yielding
along the length of the specimen could be detected and
all recorded net section stresses remained slightly below
the measured yield strengths. Moreover, when the test
was repeated (two times) later to a peak load of 1135 kips
with a section of the member cooled, the specimen
responded elastically indicating either fully seated bolts
(most likely case), or possibly local strain hardening
where yielding may have occurred in the previous test.

As was mentioned, an additional test was perfor-
med on Specimen 2 in which a section of Specimen 2
was cooled to a temperature of -30uF using a cooling
chamber and liquid nitrogen, and then was loaded twice
to the peak load of 1135 kips. Figure 4.3 shows the
insulated wooden cooling chamber with liquid nitrogen
being piped to all four surfaces of the member (two
outside surfaces and two interior surfaces). The cooling
chamber surrounded the two channels allowing the full
cross section to be cooled. Temperature was monitored
using two calibrated thermocouples. Note that at 10uF
the specimen had merely single-digit CVN impact energy
values (see Figure 2.1). It was cooled beyond 10uF to
allow testing of the specimen prior to warming up. The
section that was cooled was chosen because it had
the greatest amount of corrosion damage, making it the
most vulnerable to brittle failure. Figure 4.4 shows one
side of the section that was cooled with two crack-like
defects in the cover plate labeled (Note that the specimen
has been ‘‘white washed’’ to help observe yielding during



Figure 4.1 Plot of axial load vs. axial displacement for Specimen 1.

Figure 4.2 Plot of axial load vs. axial displacement for Specimen 2.
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Figure 4.3 Cooling chamber used to cool section of Specimen 2 prior to testing.

Figure 4.4 Section of Specimen 2 that was cooled for strength testing.
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testing. Also, the opposite side (not pictured) has a small
area of complete section loss of the cover plate near the
top rivets.) These crack-like defects were identified
prior to any testing; hence, it is clear that they did not
result from testing. The research team believes these

crack-like defects were the result of the cover plate
section loss combined with the outward bending from
the pack rust that caused a local failure. In other words,
the thickness was reduced by corrosion and due to
the pressure from the pack out between the plies,



TABLE 4.1
Summary of strength tests compared to nominal strength calculations

Specimen 1 Specimen 2

Gross Area (in2)

Net Area (in2)

Original Design Load (kip)

Nominal Gross Section Yield (kip)

Nominal Net Section Fracture (kip)

Peak Test Load @ Room Temperature (kip)

Peak Test Load @ Cooled Temperature (kip)

34.6

28.9

517

1,143

2,023

1,150

–

34.6

28.9

517

1,143

2,023

1,108

1,135
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simply cracked the plate. Upon closer inspection, no
other cracks, such as due to fatigue, were detected in
either member.

Table 4.1 summarizes the preliminary outcomes
alongside the nominal strength calculations and origi-
nal design load for the L2–L6 tension chord. The term
‘‘nominal’’ refers to the loads and stresses calculated using
the published ASTM A7 yield and tensile strengths of the
steel. It should be noted that the nominal gross section
yield and net section fracture calculations do not take
into account any capacity reductions for corrosion-
related damage, such as section loss and pack out
deformation. These calculations assume nominal, unda-
maged cross-sectional areas. That said, Specimen 1
slightly exceeded the nominal gross section yield load,
reaching the capacity of the load frame hydraulic
system, and coming to within 9% of the actual gross
section yield capacity of the member. The term ‘‘actual’’
refers to the loads and stresses calculated using the
measured yield and tensile strengths of the steel, obtained
through physical testing of the material. Specimen 2
reached a peak load of just over 99% of the nominal
gross section yield load, coming to within 10% of the
actual gross section yield capacity of the member. This
is remarkable considering that the actual and nominal
estimates do not account for corrosion damage. Fur-
thermore, it is estimated that due to the elastic response,
the specimens would likely have reached the actual
gross section yield capacity of about 1270 kips. Based
on these results, it was concluded that the pack rust and
minor section loss did not reduce the member strength
limits in any observable way.

5. RESULTS OF INTERNAL MEMBER
REDUNDANCY TESTS

Internal redundancy of mechanically-fastened built-
up steel members has been a focus of several research
projects at Purdue University. Numerous full-scale
fatigue and fracture tests were performed for flexural
members, as well as several full-scale fracture tests
for axial members (Hebdon et al., 2015; Lloyd et al.,
2018). However, the research was missing data on the
behavior of continuous built-up axially loaded mem-
bers that extended beyond a single span, or a single
panel length. In other words, the RT was interested in
understanding the load redistribution in long truss

members as they span from panel point to panel point.
Furthermore, the effects of component failures adjacent
to a gusset plate or within the span of the members
and the associated potential benefits that continuity
across joints has with respect to restraining out-of-
plane bending could be explored. The Winona Bridge
members were excellent candidates for this type of
testing providing the missing data needed to add to
guide specifications that were recently adopted by
AASHTO. The proposed specifications were also
lacking criteria for two-component members, such as
those comprised of two rolled channels connected
through lattice or stay plates. The Winona Bridge
members provided much-needed data to research this
behavior by simply severing one entire half of the
tension chord (cover plate and rolled channel) allowing
the RT to collect data on the load redistribution
behavior resulting from one half of the member failing.
It should be noted that the RT has conducted research
showing that it is not possible for a fracture of one
component of a built-up member to propagate to an
adjacent component. This is a characteristic of mecha-
nically fastened built-up members referred to as cross-
boundary fracture resistance (CBFR) (Lloyd et al.,
2018). Thus, for the internally redundant member
(IRM) testing of the Winona Bridge members, the
components were severed using a thermal cutting pro-
cedure rather than by brittle fracture. Then the speci-
mens were statically loaded allowing observation of
load redistribution behavior. Thus, this process was not
intended to test the dynamic response resulting from a
fracture, rather the long-term, quasi-static load redis-
tribution behavior of member after the fracture has
already occurred.

5.1 Chronology of IRM Tests Conducted

First, half of Specimen 1 was completely severed at
location ‘‘A,’’ centered between the two gusset plates
(see Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2). In this faulted condition
the specimen was loaded within the linear-elastic range,
which was confirmed by strain gage data. Next, the
cut at location ‘‘A’’ was spliced back together and
the specimen was cut near the gusset plate at location
‘‘B,’’ as can be seen in Figure 5.3. Then, in the faulted
condition the specimen was loaded into the non-linear
range plastically deforming the intact built-up channel.



Figure 5.1 Plan view sketch of Winona Bridge Specimens showing locations of the member cuts.

Figure 5.2 Example of component cut made at location ‘‘A’’ (see Figure 5.1).
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Specimen 2 was tested with a complete cut at location
‘‘A’’ (identical to that for Specimen 1), as seen in Figure
5.2, and then loaded into the non-linear range, which
was confirmed by strain gage data. Data from both sets
of tests were used to calibrate finite element models
allowing for parametric studies of two-component,
truss-type built-up members.

5.2 Summary of IRM Test Results

Specimen 1 was initially severed at location ‘‘A,’’ as
described above in the chronology of testing. This was
done to enable the RT to compare results to the elastic
range of testing for Specimen 2. The results were
consistent with that of Specimen 2 and therefore are
not discussed in detail herein. Instead, the results for
Specimen 2 are discussed for a member failure centered
between gusset plates. Additionally, general behaviors
and results are discussed in this section. Results speci-
fically used to calibrate finite element models used in
the parametric study of two-channel members are
discussed in Section 6.1.

Three primary observations resulted from the labo-
ratory IRM tests.

1. A second order moment resulting from load redistribution

around the failure caused a global flexural response in the

member. This moment is due to the shift in the centroid of

the cross-section in the immediate portion of the member

where the component was cut. The direction of bending

was out-of-plane toward the failed component(s). This

behavior was anticipated. Quantifying the second order

moment and developing closed-form solutions for the

calculation of the moment were core objectives of the

parametric study that followed experimental testing.

2. Both specimens in the faulted condition were able to carry

loads exceeding the calculated gross section yield loads

(based on nominal ASTM A7 yield strength) despite the

additional flexural stresses resulting from the second order

moment.

3. Axial stiffness of the members in the faulted condition was

reduced, as was expected. While this behavior is overtly

obvious, it is mentioned here simply because it should

be noted that it was ignored for development of the

closed-form solutions making the results of the parametric

study conservative in nature. Load shed due to a loss of

axial stiffness in an actual truss bridge reduces the load

demands in the member. In other words, it is conservative

to assume the original dead load remains in the member

between panel points. The same is also true for live load.

This will also result in the actual fatigue stress ranges



Figure 5.3 Cut at location ‘‘B’’ on Specimen 1 near the gusset plate (see Figure 5.1).
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being lower than would be predicted by assuming the live

load in the member remains unchanged before and after

half of the member has failed.

5.2.1 Specimen 1 IRM Test Results

With Specimen 1 spliced at location ‘‘A’’ and severed
at location ‘‘B,’’ several load cycles were applied, inclu-
ding a final cycle up to 800 kips, as plotted in Figure
5.4. A calculated load-displacement curve has also been
labeled as ‘‘Unfaulted’’ and plotted on the figure for the
linear-elastic range, which does not take into account
the loss of half the cross section. The ‘‘Unfaulted’’ curve
is the same curve shown as ‘‘Nominal’’ on Figure 4.1
where it can be seen that in the unfaulted condition the
behavior of the specimen was consistent with nominal
predictions. The ‘‘Unfaulted’’ curve Figure 5.4 is also
based on the equation for elastic displacement of an
axially loaded body (i.e., d 5 PL/AE), where A is the
gross area equal to the undamaged member, just as it
was for Figure 4.1. However, in this case it is not equal
comparison because the measured curve represents the
member in the faulted condition with only half of its
cross section at location ‘‘B’’ where localized slip and
yielding reduced axial stiffness. As would be expected,
the nominal calculation in the unfaulted condition
estimated a stiffer load-displacement response then was
measured. The difference in this case was about 18%.
As discussed, in reality, this loss of axial stiffness would
result in the member shedding some load to the stiffer
adjacent members, such as cross members, diagonals,
other chords etc. Similar behavior was observed by

Diggelmann (2012) during testing on the Milton-
Madison deck truss bridge. In this case, when half of
a lower chord fabricated as a built-up channel member
was severed, the stress measured in cross members, as
well as in the truss line opposite the severed member
were observed to increase. This is an important obser-
vation simply because all evaluation methods developed
in this research conservatively assume the entire load
originally carried by the faulted member remains in the
faulted member. Some minor load shed from the dam-
aged member should be expected and would improve
performance of the damaged member by reducing
fatigue load demands.

Table 5.1 provides the nominal (based on published
ASTM A7 material properties) and actual (based on
measured material properties) section capacity calcula-
tions for the specimen in the faulted state. The area
calculations for Specimen 1 assume the cross section
included the 1/2-inch splice plate and the rolled channel.
This is because the channels were continuous through
the joint, but the cover plates terminated at the gusset
plate where 1/2-inch splice plates were used to carry the
load across the discontinuity. This left the smallest net
area near the gusset plate to be comprised of the splice
plate and rolled channel. It can be seen in Figure 5.4
that the onset of yielding occurred around 600 kips,
which was notably less than the actual gross section
yield on the faulted section, calculated to be 754 kips.
However, a yield load based on the net section was
calculated to be approximately 625 kips. Although this
was not actually observed, the research team believes
that the specimen began to yield at fastener holes, most
likely the first set of rivets shared by the splice plate and



Figure 5.4 Load vs. displacement curve for Specimen 1 severed at location ‘‘B’’ (at gusset plate).
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TABLE 5.1
Specimen 1 cross-sectional area and capacity calculations

Specimen 1 (@ Location ‘‘B’’)

Gross Area (in2) 19.2

Net Area (in2) 15.9

Nominal Gross Section Yield (kip) 632

Actual Gross Section Yield (kip) 754

Nominal Net Section Fracture (kip) 954

Actual Net Section Fracture (kip) 1073

Peak Test Load (kip) 800

cover plate or gusset plate. These are also the loca-
tions of observed rivet slip in the final load cycle for
Specimen 1. What is most important to notice, how-
ever, is that the faulted specimen exceeded the original
design load of 517 kips (obtained from the original
design drawings) by 15–20% before the onset of yield-
ing and was able to reach about 1.5 times the design
load before gross section yielding began to shed load.
This is remarkable considering that the specimen was
in the faulted state with only half of the original
cross section intact. Furthermore, the specimen reached
this load while also resisting additional flexural stress
resulting from after-fracture second order moments at
the location of the failure.

5.2.2 Specimen 2 IRM Test Results

With Specimen 2 severed at location ‘‘A,’’ several
load cycles were applied in order to perform a
‘‘shakedown’’ on the connections and ensure the speci-
men was seated into the load frame properly. Several
additional static load cycles were applied up to a peak
load of 647 kips. A few of these have been plotted in

Figure 5.5 where cycles up to 300 kips remained linear-
elastic and later cycles reaching loads of 600 kips
or more produced permanent plastic deformation.
The calculated nominal load-displacement curve of
the member in the unfaulted condition has also been
plotted as reference. In this case, the axial stiffness of
the specimen in the faulted condition was reduced by
45% within the elastic range of loading, which would
have resulted in load shed to adjoined members in an
actual structure. This is notably more loss as compared
to Specimen 1, likely due to the fact that Specimen 1
had the benefit of mutiple members and plates within
the vicinity of the failure (cross member stubbs con-
necting gusset plates, bracing, etc.) helping to provide
stiffness and load transfer. Table 5.2 provides the
nominal (based on published A7 material properties)
and actual (based on measured material properties)
section capacity calculations for the specimen in the
faulted state. Similar to Specimen 1, Specimen 2 expe-
rienced onset of what was likely a net section yeild-
ing at about 500 to 550 kips, which is less than the
calculated gross section yielding load of 679 kips. The
550 kip load closely corresponded with a yield load
calculated on the net section of 565 kips. Once again,
the faulted specimen was able to achieve loads in excess
of the original design load, in this case by just over
25%, in addition to resisting the after-fracture second
order moments induced by resdistribution of loads
around the failure.

In both cases, the stay plates showed no sign of
permanent deformation at the peak loads. This was
surprising, particularly when considering that both
specimens possessed considerable amounts of pack rust
that had initiated out-of-plane deformation of the stay
plates that would reduce their buckling capacity. An
example of this is shown in Figure 5.6, which was taken



Figure 5.5 Specimen 2 load-displacement curves with severed section at location ‘‘A’’ (mid-panel cut).

TABLE 5.2
Specimen 2 cross-sectional area and capacity calculations

Specimen 2 (@ Location ‘‘A’’)

Gross Area (in2) 17.3

Net Area (in2) 14.5

Nominal Gross Section Yield (kip) 571

Actual Gross Section Yield (kip) 679

Nominal Net Section Fracture (kip) 870

Actual Net Section Fracture (kip) 972

Peak Test Load (kip) 647
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prior to testing. The deformation has been highlighted
with dashed lines. Figure 5.7 shows Specimen 1 after
testing has been completed where it can be seen that the
channel flange buckled, slip occurred at the rivets, and
the end stay plate rotated in-plane. Slip at the rivets
indicates that either the rivet has yielded or the plate

has yielded locally at the rivet hole, or both. The
in-plane rotation of the stay plate shown in the figure
was indicated at the corner of the end stay plate where a
small, unpainted section of the channel was exposed.
The stay plates resisted opening of the severed channel
through horizontal in-plane shear action. This put part
of the stay plate in tension and part of the plate in
compression, the capacity of which would theoretically
be controlled by the buckling capacity of the plate.
However, in both experimental cases, and as was later
confirmed in the parametric study, the faulted member
capacity was not limited by the stay plate thickness
(and thus buckling capacity), which was found to have
no effect on the internal redundancy analysis. The
plates for Specimen 1 and 2 were 3/8 inch thick—a
common thickness for riveted built-up members and
which can be considered a typical minimum thickness
for stay plates.



Figure 5.6 Specimen 1 end stay plate prior to testing showing pack rust-induced bending.

Figure 5.7 Specimen 1 after testing was completed showing buckled channel flange, slip at the rivets, and rotated end stay plate.
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6. PARAMETRIC STUDY OF INTERNAL
REDUNDANCY OF TWO-CHANNEL MEMBERS

Global behavior of two-channel type members
resulting from a single failed component was examined
using the Abaqus software suite. The parametric study
resulted in several closed-form solutions intended to
be used to calculate second order moments, which are
combined with redistributed axial loads to estimate the
live load stress range in the unbroken component.

6.1 Two-Channel Member FEM Calibration and
Specifications

Finite element models for the two-channel member
parametric study were calibrated using the lab bench-
mark test data from Specimen 1 and 2, the Winona
Bridge tension chord specimens discussed previously.
Following FEM calibration, a parametric study includ-
ing numerous three-dimensional member geometries
were created and evaluated using linear elastic, static



implicit analysis in which large deformation effects
(finite strain theory) were included. The geometries stu-
died included stay-plated members and double-latticed
members with the intersection of the lattice bars con-
nected. All geometries were subjected to concentrated
axial tensile loads away from the failure site using
reference points and kinematic coupling constraints.
Plates and channels were modeled using four-node
doubly curved shell elements with reduced integration
and hourglass control (Abaqus designation S4R) and a
structured quadrilateral mesh. The global size of the
mesh size was 1/2 inch with five integration points
through the thickness of the shells (Simpson integration
rule). Lattice bars were modeled using two-node linear
beam elements (Abaqus designation B31) with a 1-1/
2-inch mesh size. A shell element mesh convergence
study was performed halving the mesh density (1-inch
elements), and then doubling the mesh density (1/4-inch
elements) at locations adjacent to the failure sites. It
was found that the results were insensitive to the mesh
size up to at least 1 inch. However, the 1/2-inch element
size facilitated the integration of nodal forces at
locations of interest without significant increase in
computational cost. Figure 6.1 is a zoomed-in image of
a gusset plate connection on the 60-foot-long Winona
Bridge Specimen showing a typical mesh for the
models. The components of the specimens are differ-
entiated by color: stay plates are light blue, gusset plates
are dark blue, diagonal and vertical stubs are gray,
channels are green, and cover plates (or redundant web
plates) are yellow. The geometries of the rivets were not
explicitly modeled. Non-linear connector elements were
utilized initially, which were calibrated to single fastener
shear test data obtained from Ocel (2013). However,
the stress outcomes did not change significantly in
comparison to simpler approaches and hence the use
of connector elements was not carried forward into
the parametric study. Rather, plates and channels
were connected using surface-to-surface tie constraints.
Lattice bars were connected to channel flanges and at
center points of lattice bar intersections using kinematic

tie coupling constraints that allowed rotation about
what would be the fastener longitudinal axis.

For the benchmark FEM, an elastic-plastic isotropic
material was defined for the channels and plates having
a yield strength of 40.5 ksi—equal to the actual cover
plate yield strength of Specimen 1 and 2 (material test
results are presented in Section 2). The modulus of
elasticity was defined as 29,000 ksi and a Poisson’s
Ratio of 0.3. Following calibration of the shell element
models, the material definition was simplified to linear-
elastic for the parametric study.

Data collected during the laboratory testing of Speci-
men 1 and 2 were compared to the benchmark finite
element model to calibrate the model parameters and
ensure accurate solutions. Strain, load, and displace-
ment sensors used during the experimental testing pro-
vided data for comparison. Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3
show load-displacement curves for each of the speci-
mens compared to load-displacement results obtained
from the benchmark FEM. While the load-displace-
ment relationship was not necessarily the output of
interest for purposes of the parametric study, it was
considered a useful indicator of overall behavior and
response to load in comparison of the laboratory test
results to the FEM results. Figure 6.2 plots data for
Specimen 2, where the member was cut at loca-
tion ‘‘A’’—the mid-panel point centered between truss
nodes. Several elastic load cycles were applied, followed
by two large load cycles resulting in permanent plastic
deformation. It can be seen in Figure 6.2 that the FEM
results compared relatively well with the laboratory
results, particularly within the linear-elastic range up
to about 400 kips. The FEM load-displacement curve
showed reasonable non-linear behavior, as well. The
same can be said for Figure 6.3 comparing FEM results
to Specimen 1, which was cut at location ‘‘B’’— between
the gusset plate and end stay plate. The goal of this
process was to simplify the FEM as much as possible
while achieving reasonable and acceptable accuracy
that could be carried forward into the parametric study
of two-channel members. The divergence at peak loads

Figure 6.1 Typical 1/2-inch shell element mesh used for FEM validation and two-channel member parametric study.
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Figure 6.2 Benchmark data comparing FEA results to lab test data for Specimen 2 in faulted condition with severed member at
mid-panel (Cut ‘‘A,’’ Figure 5.1).

Figure 6.3 Benchmark data comparing FEA results to lab test data for Specimen 1 in faulted condition with severed member
near the gusset (Cut ‘‘B,’’ Figure 5.1).
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seen in the plots is attributed to the modeling simpli-
fications regarding component connections. For exam-
ple, at peak loads the physical test experienced some
slip at rivets very approximate to the location of failure,
slip at bolted connections used to attach the specimen
to the load frame, in-plane rotational slip of the stay
plate pair closest to the member cut, as well as fastener
hole deformation at extreme loads. These sources of
additional axial displacement would not be captured by
the simplified FEM, but were not considered necessary
for the parametric study either, which focused on
linear-elastic behavior that would be used for fatigue-
based stress range calculations and subsequent fatigue
life estimates.

Strain gages were placed at several cross sections
along the full length of the specimens, as shown in
the gage plans in Appendix C. The benchmark FEM
generated longitudinal stress results within 10% or less
of laboratory results at all critical areas, such as near
the points of severed members, and within 15% or less
of all other measured data. Figure 6.4(a) shows a cross-
sectional view of the benchmark FEM at the site of the
‘‘failure’’ of Specimen 2. Symbols are sketched at appro-
ximate locations where the strain gages were installed,
corresponding to the stress plots in Figure 6.4(b)–(d).
Figure 6.4(b)–(d) plot stress on the vertical axes and
transverse position on the component on the horizontal
axes. Dashed lines are also sketched on Figure 6.4(a),



Figure 6.4 Benchmark data comparing FEA results to measured data at the location of failure.
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corresponding to the path across which the stress out-
puts were obtained from the FEM. Figure 6.4(b) shows
longitudinal normal stress across the width of the cover
plate. The triangle indicates the location of the strain
gage, which was centered between the edges of the cover
plate, as well as between the adjacent stay plates,
directly across from the severed half of the member.
Figure 6.4(c) shows longitudinal normal stress across
the width of the channel flange. Two strain gages were
installed on the flange, one (shown as a diamond) was
located 1-1/2 inches from the edge of the flange and the
other (shown as a circle) was 1/2 inch from the edge.
Both of these gages were centered between the adjacent
stay plates directly across from the severed half of the
member. Figure 6.4(d) plots longitudinal normal stress
across the width of the channel web. The square indi-
cates the location of the strain gage, which was directly
opposite the strain gage installed on the cover plate.
The applied load was 300 kips. All FEM results in this
location were within 10% or less of laboratory measure-
ments and considered acceptable. Figure 6.5 shows a
side view of the same FEM, where the severed half can
be seen, along with the stress hotspots at the corners of
the stay plates. The strain gage symbols have also been
placed on Figure 6.5 to illustrate their approximate
positions. Note that the cover plate gage (triangle) is
out of view. Stresses carried by the intact half of the
member included the full axial load applied to the
member, as well as secondary flexural moments result-
ing from load redistribution around the discontinuity.

Stay plates provided load paths for the redistribution
carrying load through in-plane shear, helping resist
opening of the severed half of the member. This caused
the intact member to displace inward (toward the
severed member). Out-of-plane displacements of the
FEM at the location of ‘‘failure’’ matched laboratory
specimen measurements to within 5% at peak loads.

Pinned and fixed boundary conditions were also
applied to the FEM in an effort to understand the effect
it may have on the benchmark results. It was found that
boundary conditions had a negligible effect likely due
to benefits attributed to the member being continuous,
meaning more than a single panel length. Boundary
conditions and their effect on resulting stress within the
context of the parametric study are discussed further in
Section 6.3.

The benchmark shell element model, as described in
herein, was found to be acceptably accurate, particularly
within the linear-elastic range. Stresses and displace-
ments at locations of highest interest were found to be
within 10% of that measured in the laboratory tests and
therefore the procedures used to construct the bench-
mark FEM were used as the basis for FEMs used in the
parametric study of two-channel members.

6.2 Geometric Parameters Varied for Two-Channel
Members

The parametric study was divided into four
subgroups: continuous stay-plated, continuous laced,



Figure 6.5 Benchmark FEM showing location of the severed half and stress hotspots at load equal to 300 kips.
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non-continuous stay-plated, and non-continuous laced.
Continuous stay-plated members were two-channel
members where the channels were connected using
intermittent stay plates and made continuous through
multiple panel points. Continuous laced members were
two-channel members with the channels connected using
lattice bars and made continuous through multiple
panel points. The non-continuous stay-plated mem-
bers were two-channel members connected using inter-
mittent stay plates and extending between two panel
points, such as would be the case for a diagonal
member. The non-continuous laced members were the
same as non-continuous stay-plated members, except
that the channels were connected using lattice bars
instead of stay plates. Each of these subgroups was
studied for effects of equivalent applicable parameters,
but were divided into subgroups due to the differences in
after-fracture load redistribution behavior.

The current AASHTO LRDF Bridge Design Speci-
fication is silent on the sizing and spacing of stay plates
and lattice bars for built-up tension members. It does
provide guidance on the design of built-up compression
members, including single-angle members. Many exist-
ing built-up members, however, were constructed long
before the modern design specification. The earliest
AASHTO design specification that could be referenced
for this work was The Standard Specifications for High-
way Bridges adopted by AASHO in 1935 (later changed
to AASHTO in 1973). Later design standards main-
tained nearly identical built-up member provisions. The
1935 specifications provided design guidance for built-
up tension and compression members. It states that sepa-
rate segments of tension members composed of shapes
may be connected by stay plates or end stay plates and
lacing. End stay plates were required to be sized the same
as compression members. Intermediate stay plates were
required to be sized at a minimum of three-quarters of
that specified for compression member intermediate stay
plates. This would require the following:

N End stay plates for tension members must be a minimum
of 1.25 times the distance between the inner lines of rivets
connecting them to the flanges.

N Intermediate stay plates for tension members would be a
minimum of 0.75 6 1.25 times the distance between the
inner lines of rivets connecting them to the flanges,
equaling 0.9375 times the distance between the inner line
of rivets connecting them to the flanges.

N Thickness of all stay plates must not be less than 1/50 of
the distance between inner rivet lines connecting them to
flanges.

Finally, the clear distance between stay plates was
limited to no more than 36 inches. Lacing bars could be
flats or shapes and were limited to a minimum width
that was based on the diameter of the rivets connecting
them to the member flanges. For example, a minimum
of 2-1/2-inch-wide flat bar would be required for a
7/8-inch diameter rivet. Thickness of the bars was set at
a minimum of 1/40 of the distance between connections
for single lacings, and 1/60 for double lacing, but not
less than 5/16 inch. The angle between the lacing bars
and the longitudinal axis of the member was limited
to ‘‘approximately 45 degrees’’ for double lacing and
60 degrees for single lacing. Double lacing was required
for any member whose distance between connecting
lines of rivets was equal to or greater than 15 inches.
Finally, two rivets were required to connect each end of
a lacing bar if the flanges were 5 inches or wider.

As a point of comparison, the current AREMA
Chapter 15 provides guidance on design of these ele-
ments, as well. It states that built-up members shall be
connected by stay plates or lacing bars with end stay
plates. It goes on to specify that tension members shall
have stay plates sized to a minimum of two-thirds the
lengths specified for stay plates on primary compression
members. This would require the following:

N End stay plates for tension member must be a minimum
of 0.67 6 1.25 6 the distance between the lines of
connection to the outer flanges, equaling 0.833 times the
distance between lines of connection to the outer flanges.

N Intermediate stay plates shall not be less than three-
quarters of the end stay plate size. This means the tension
member intermediate stay plates would be 0.67 6 0.75
times the distance between lines of connection to the
outer flanges, equaling 0.5 times the distance between
lines of connection to the outer flanges. Thus, inter-
mediate stay plates would be sized at about 60% of the
length of end stay plates on tension members.

N Thickness of all stay plates must not be less than c50 of
the distance between lines of connection to the outer
flanges for main members, or c60 for bracing members.

Lacing bars for tension members where the distance
between connection lines in the flanges is greater than
15 inches and a bar less than 3-1/2 inches wide is used,



the lacing configuration shall be double and connected
at the intersections. The angle and thickness of the
lacing bars was similar to the requirements of the 1935
AASHO Standard Specifications. AREMA Chapter 15
also requires a similar minimum bar width and double
fastener requirements for flanges of 5 inches or wider.

The parametric study included a variety of models
that followed the requirements of the 1935 AASHTO
Standard Specification, a few geometries that would
not have met the minimums, and many geometries that
would have exceeded the minimums. While it is likely
that most bridges would have been built to the minimal
design requirements, it cannot be said conclusively
that some were not. Furthermore, it cannot be said that
the minimums would have been different for bridges
designed using earlier specifications or dissimilar design
standards that were not available for reference for
the current study. It was also preferred to develop a
simplified method of analysis that would be inclusive of
all possible designs, including those that were designed
per the 1935 AASHO provisions and those designed
per the more modern AREMA provisions, albeit the
differences between the two specifications are marginal.

6.2.1 Parameters Evaluated for Two-Channel Members

Due to the size of the tables, the specific combina-
tions of geometric parameters have been tabulated in
Appendix B. Table B.1 lists geometries for continuous
stay-plated two-channel members. Table B.2 shows
geometries for continuous laced two-channel members.
Table B.3 contains the parameters studied for non-
continuous stay-plated two-channel members and
Table B.4 is for non-continuous laced two-channel
members. Many of the parameters evaluated for the
two main types of members, stay-plated and laced,
were similar. However, there were several parameters
unique to each type of two-channel member. The para-
meters evaluated for stay-plated members included

N end boundary conditions (fixed vs. pinned),

N channel section,

N channel spacing,

N panel length—referring to the distance between two
adjacent gusset joint centerlines,

N stay plate thickness,

N stay plate length,

N stay plate clear spacing,

N gusset plate thickness (for non-continuous only), and

N location of failures (next to the gusset vs. centered

between gussets at mid-panel).

The laced members were modeled with end stay
plates. Based on results for the stay-plated members,
the thickness and length parameters of the end stay
plates were not varied. Additionally, results for the
stay-plated members also showed that gusset plate
thickness for the non-continuous members had negli-
gible effect and therefore was not varied for the laced
members. The parameters considered for laced mem-
bers included

N end boundary conditions (fixed vs. pinned),

N channel section,

N channel spacing,

N panel length—referring to the distance between two
adjacent gusset joint centerlines,

N lacing bar thickness,

N lacing bar length,

N lacing bar spacing—referring to the distance between
connecting rivets to the channel flange, which determined
the lacing angle relative to the channel, and

N location of failures (Next to the gusset vs. centered
between gussets at mid-panel).

End boundary conditions were applied to the non-
continuous, as well as continuous members, evaluating
effects of fixed and pinned end boundary conditions.
Furthermore, a pinned boundary condition was applied
to interior panel points on continuous members allow-
ing rotation at the joints, but constraining against
translation out-of-plate to the truss line. This is consis-
tent with expected behavior in an actual bridge where
floorbeams, diagonals, and bracing elements would
provide resistance to out-of-plane translation. Boundary
conditions were found to have a significant effect on
results, which is discussed in greater detail in Section 6.3.
Three sizes of rolled channels were considered, however
not all sections were considered for all combinations
of parameters. They were the C15650, C15640, and
C8611.5, which are sketched to scale in Figure 6.6 to
give a sense of relative sizes. C15650 is the largest rolled
channel section currently available, so it was selected
to investigate the effects of varying other parameters
between it and the next size smaller. C15640 was chosen
because it appeared to be the most commonly used
channel section for main tension chords in legacy bridges.
This was the channel size used to construct the Winona
Bridge from which two test specimens, Specimen 1 and 2,
were obtained for the present research. It was necessary
to consider channel section size effects, if any. The
C8611.5 was selected as a channel that is most likely

Figure 6.6 Channel sections included in the parametric study.
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representative of the smallest size rolled channel used
on bridges for any tension member, such as diagonals
and hangers. While this size channel would not likely
be found on railroad bridges, it would be very possible
for shorter-span highway bridges.

Panel lengths were varied from 20 ft. to 40 ft. for
continuous and non-continuous members of both stay-
plated and laced types. The thickness of the tie elements,
such as stay plates and lattice bars, varied from 1/8 inch
up to 3/4 inch for lattice bars, and from 3/8 inch up to
7/8 inch for stay plates. Spacing of the tie elements was
also examined, varying from 1/2 the depth of the channel
to two times the depth of the channel for lattice bar spa-
cing, and from 18 inches up to 148 inches for stay plate
clear distances. Gusset plates were modeled for the non-
continuous members, as is explained further in Section
6.3. The thickness of the gussets was modeled at 3/8 and
7/8 inch. Finally, the location of the failure within a
member was also examined for the effect on results. Two
locations were studied for all geometries, which included
one at the mid-panel location centered between the
gusset connections, and the other was adjacent to gusset
plates located between the end stay plate and the gusset
connection. This was considered for the continuous as
well as the non-continuous types.

6.2.2 Definition of Eccentricity Parameter, e

Figure 6.7 illustrates the dimension ‘‘e’’ used in the
post processing of data from the parametric study. 2e
represents the distance between the centroids of indivi-
dual channels that make up a two-channel member, or
in other words, the channel spacing. Hence, e would
simply be half of 2e, or the distance from the unfaul-
ted member centroid to the centroid of an individual
channel. The figure demonstrates how the eccentricity
for two members that are comprised of the same size
of channels with the same web-to-web spacing, but in
reversed orientation, would be calculated and may
differ from each other. The parametric study included

channels in both orientations. All results discussed in
the following used the appropriate theoretical P e to
normalize the second order moment resulting from
failure of a single channel, where P was the total load in
the member. In this way, a simplified method was
developed to calculate the resulting moments in two-
channel members as a percentage of P e.

6.3 Rotational Stiffness of Joints for Continuous and
Non-Continuous Two-Channel Members

Applied end boundary conditions proved to be
the most influential parameter affecting the resulting
second order moments in non-continuous two-channel
members in the faulted condition. The applied end
boundary conditions were effectively inconsequential to
continuous members due to rotational stiffness pro-
vided by the continuity of the channels. Figure 6.8 plots
selected data for several models where the length of
stay plates parameter was being evaluated, which is
used here only to illustrate the effect of end boundary
conditions. A single channel was failed at the mid-panel
location (centered between panel points). The vertical
axis plots the resulting moment normalized by P e, or
the percent of P e. The horizontal axis plots the length
of a stay plate over the depth of a channel. Varying end
boundary conditions were applied to each geometry,
including a non-continuous member with pinned ends,
a non-continuous member with fixed ends, a three-span
continuous member with pinned ends, and a three-span
continuous member with fixed ends. The dashed lines
represent the continuous members. The percent P e for
the non-continuous member with pinned boundary
conditions differed as much as 106 more than the same
geometry with fixed boundaries. Figure 6.8 also shows
that results for continuous members were very similar
to non-continuous fixed members and that end boun-
dary conditions on the continuous member had negli-
gible effect on outcomes. This plot demonstrates that
the rotational stiffness of the member at panel points

Figure 6.7 Illustrations showing eccentricity e used in development of the simplified evaluation method for two-channel
members.
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Figure 6.8 FEM results demonstrating effect of boundary conditions and member continuity.
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has a large impact on results. Continuity of the channels
through the panel points provided rotational con-
straint that approached fixed boundary conditions.
No additional rotational constraints were placed at the
interior panel points of the three-span member. How-
ever, they did have displacement constraints simulating
constraints that would exist on an actual bridge to
prevent out-of-plane displacement.

Primary and secondary members, including chords,
floorbeams, diagonals, lateral braces, sway braces, and
bearings, tie into panel points on a truss that are con-
nected together using gusset plates. Chords or diagonal
members will contribute some level of restraint for the
joint against rotation. Other members such as lateral
bracing and sway bracing may also help to restrain
against rotation of the gusset connection. Floorbeams,
often with connections as deep as the floorbeam them-
selves, increase rotational constraint of the connection.
And in some cases bearings that are fixed, or even
guided expansion bearings designed to only displace
longitudinally, offer further resistance to rotation for
the gusset connections. The combined restraint pro-
vided by all of these members is difficult to estimate
without finite element analysis of each individual bridge
and member geometry, which would not be feasible for
most bridge owners, nor was it the desired outcome of
this research. However, the effect of the rotational stiff-
ness on the internal redundancy of two-channel mem-
bers was apparent. It was clear that pinned conditions

would not exist in actual bridges. However, it would be
difficult to justify perfectly fixed conditions, as well.

Diagonal and vertical two-channel members typically
are ‘‘deeply’’ connected into gusset plates; often they
would be trimmed such that they fit tightly into the
connection to within a few inches of the other inter-
secting primary members. An example of this is shown
in Figure 6.9, which shows a removed railroad deck
truss joint with diagonal two-channel members con-
nected into the gusset plates to within a couple inches of
the tension chords. Due to the rotational stiffness of the
connection as a whole, for reasons previously stated,
it was estimated that most of the rotation that a two-
channel member would experience would likely be due
to local flexure of the gusset plates near or at the edges
of the gusset plates and that the plates themselves
would behave as fixed toward the center of the con-
nection. This concept was modeled by tying the channels
to a set of gusset plates and then applying fixed boun-
dary conditions to the free edges of the gusset plates.
By doing this, generous flexibility of the gusset plate was
allowed while simultaneously providing a reasonable
level of rigidity that may be present in the gusset plate
due to the interaction of intersecting members within
the joint.

To fully explore the effects of various assumptions
on this approach to simulate rotational stiffness, a sepa-
rate parametric study was carried out to determine
how best to model the boundary conditions of the



Figure 6.9 Example of deeply set diagonal members connected into a gusset plate.
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non-continuous members without over-estimating joint
rotational stiffness. The parameters considered in the
study included the effective portion of the gusset plate,
the member embedment depth into the gusset plate, the
gusset length beyond the member, and the gusset plate
thickness. Figure 6.10 shows an illustration of these
parameters. Two different effective areas of gusset were
examined, a simple rectangular shape shown on the
left and a Whitmore Section-like shape, shown on the
right. The member embedment depth was evaluated
looking at depths ranging from half the channel depth
to two times the channel depth. The gusset plate length
beyond the member, labeled L on the figure, also
ranged from half the channel depth up to two times the
channel depth.

Figure 6.11 plots the results of the rotational stiffness
parametric study. Green dots represent values resulting
from mid-panel failures. Black dots represent values
resulting from failures near the gusset connections, such
as those shown in Figure 6.10. The rectangular and
Whitmore-like effective gusset plate shapes are both
represented. The chart on the left plots the percent of P
e on the vertical axis and the member embedment depth
into the gusset plate, normalized by the channel depth,
on the horizontal axis. The chart on the right plots the
same vertical axis and the gusset plate length, L, on the
horizontal axis normalized by the channel depth. By
quadrupling the embedment depth, the percent P e only
increased by 2% for failures near the gusset plate and
by less than 1% for mid-panel failures. By quadrupling
the gusset plate length, L, the percent P e increased by
less than 1% for both failure locations. The final
parameter considered was the thickness of the gusset
plates. Gusset plates of 3/8-inch thick are the thinnest
plates used in bridges. The thickest plate is unknown
and would not vary much from 3/8 inch for legacy
bridges, but for new designs thicker gussets plates could

be used, particularly on long span trusses. For these
reasons it was necessary to understand if the thickness
of the gusset plates would influence the finite element
solution. Several non-continuous models were analyzed
varying only the gusset plate thickness from
3/8 inch to 7/8 inch. It was found that results differed
by 3% or less and therefore was concluded that the
gusset plate thickness was not an essential geometric
parameter.

The non-continuous member boundary condition
study concluded that outcomes were insensitive to the
shape of the gusset assumed to be engaging in rota-
tional constraint, the member embedment depth, the
gusset plate length L, and the gusset plate thickness.
As a result, non-continuous FEMs were modeled in the
comprehensive parametric study using 3/8-inch thick
rectangular gusset plates with embedment depths and
gusset plate lengths equal to the channel depth.

Finally, when percent P e results in Figure 6.11 are
compared back to Figure 6.8 it can be seen that by
adding the gusset plates to the non-continuous mem-
bers, percent P e falls between results for pinned and
fixed boundary conditions, more closely resembling
that of fixed boundary conditions, and comparable
to the continuous members. It is believed that this
method of analysis reasonably and conservatively simu-
lated typical boundary conditions on actual bridges for
the non-continuous two-channel members, which was
found to significantly affect the internal redundancy
evaluation.

6.4 Results for Parametric Study of Two-Channel
Members

The largest resulting second order moments were
always located in the intact member directly across
from the location of failure. The largest of these



Figure 6.10 Example of FEMs used to study gusset connection parameters (left) rectangular gusset, (right) Whitmore gusset.

Figure 6.11 FEA results showing effects of the member embedment length (left) and gusset length, L (right) (see Figure 6.10).
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moments nearly always resulted from a failure between
the gusset plate and end stay plate, particularly for
stay-plated members. Figure 6.12 shows the plan view
of several FEMs with exaggerated deflections to
illustrate general global behavior. Two were failed at
the mid-panel, (a) and (b), and two were failed between
the gusset plate and end stay plate, (c) and (d). Overall,
global behavior was relatively similar between these two
member types when they had failures at the same
location. Mid-panel failures allowed moment distribu-
tion along the length of the intact channel via lattice
bars or stay plates helping to distribute load more
gradually around the failure. It was also observed that
the end stay plates of the laced members contributed to
load redistribution. Gusset-end stay plate failures,
however, forced much of the resulting moment to be
resisted by the intact channel within a smaller localized
area. These failures were purposefully placed between
the end stay plates and the gusset plates in order to
force a worst-case scenario for the surviving channel,
which was forced to resist the secondary moment
within a relatively short length. Deflections across the

remainder of the member were relatively gradual, as
can be seen in Figure 6.12(c) and (d).

Moments integrated at the mid-panel of members
with gusset-end stay plate failures were found to be very
small compared to the moment at the end stay plate
near the failure. Stay-plated members were also obser-
ved to experience localized reverse curvature at the
edges of the stay plates that produced hot spots of stress
and amplified moments. All moments reported in the
following sections were taken near the edges of stay
plates, when applicable, in order to capture the largest
resultant moment. Figure 6.13 illustrates the reverse
curvature of stay-plated members in which deforma-
tions are amplified with a very large load applied in
order to make the structural behavior obvious. The
opening of the fracture plane was resisted through
in-plane shear in the stay plates. Laced members also
benefited from in-plane shear resistance provided by
end stay plates.

The size of the channel was found to have negligible
effect on the outcomes. This makes sense when consi-
dering that loads were proportioned to the area of the



Figure 6.12 Non-continuous FEM results with deformations amplified 506 for clarity. (a) Laced with mid-panel failure;
(b) Stay-plated with mid-panel failure; (c) Laced with end failure near gusset; (d) Stay-plated with end failure near gusset.

Figure 6.13 Close-up of stay-plated member with deformations amplified 506 showing reverse curvature of the channels.
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member and that second order effects resulting from
load redistribution were a function of eccentricity
created when half the member was severed. Thus, a
smaller channel carried proportionally smaller loads
and would be proportionally spaced, as well, causing
similar behavior but on a smaller scale. This means
that when the results were plotted as a ratio of the
second order moment (caused by the load redistribu-
tion) to the theoretical moment, P e (where P is the
load and e is the member eccentricity explained in
Section 6.2.2), the results for the larger and smaller
channel sections were nearly indistinguishable. This was
the result for both continuous and non-continuous
members.

In addition to channel size, the spacing between
channel pairs was also examined. This parameter
ranged from a spacing equal to half the depth of the
channel up to two times the depth of the channel. When

resulting second order moments were normalized by the
theoretical moment, P e, then it appeared that as the
spacing increased the resulting moment was reduced.
However, when the second order moments were not
normalized, and absolute magnitudes were compared
for geometries having different channel spacing, then it
became clear that channel spacing had minimal effect
on the results. The larger theoretical moment was
simply reducing the ratio of FEA moment to theoretical
moment, due to the larger eccentricity, e.

This observation goes against the assumption that
some have had toward two-component members, and
even some designs for multi-component members, that
when one of the components fails, the resulting second
order moment is equal to the original load times the
faulted member eccentricity. The present parametric
study found that such an assumption would be overly
conservative for any two-channel geometry; and as the



spacing between components increased, that assump-
tion would become increasingly overly conservative.

The panel length, which refers to the distance taken
from centerline of a panel point to centerline of the next
panel point for continuous members or the length of
the channels themselves for non-continuous members,
was found to have minimal effect on the after-fracture
moment. Due to the localized curvature of the channels
at the edges of stay plates that generated hotspots in the
intact channel, longer spans having similar clear dis-
tances between stay plates were observed to have negli-
gible effect. For laced members, there were marginal
increases in the resulting moments with longer spans.
For example, doubling the span in some cases increased
the after-fracture moment by a mere 2%.

Thickness and length of the stay plates had negligible
effect on the results. The thickness of the plates ranged
from 3/8 to 7/8 inch. The lengths of the plates ranged
from half the depth of the channel to two times the
depth of the channel. This range included a mixture of
end and intermediate stay plates that would have
violated and exceeded known minimum design provi-

sions. However, the results were insensitive to these
changes in stay plate parameters. The design provisions
also state that each plate must be fastened to the flanges
of primary components with a minimum of three rivets.
This type of connection would offer in-plane rotational

constraint engaging the stay plates in resisting opening
of the failed component, transferring load around the
discontinuity. The connection was modeled using sur-
face-to-surface tie constraints between shell elements,
which constrained displacements and rotational degrees
of freedom. Hence, modeled rotational constraint would

be similar to that found on real structures, though
slightly stiffer since slip at the highest loads on a riveted
connection would not be allowed with the tie constraint
such as was observed to occur on Specimen 1 in the
laboratory test. The consequence of having stiffer stay
plate connections is a larger localized transferal of

moment into the intact channel. This means any mini-
mal error in the FEM results caused by stiffer stay
plate connections would be conservative in nature.
However, it is important to keep in mind that labo-
ratory testing of the Winona Bridge chord, Specimen 1
and 2, showed that slip at the stay plates did not occur

until near peak loads were reached, well beyond ori-
ginal design loads, and only for Specimen 1 when
cut near the gusset connection. Specimen 2 showed no
evidence of yielding and very minor evidence of slip
at completion of testing in the stay plates adjacent to
the failure location. The effectiveness of the stay plates

in load redistribution is directly dependent upon the
rotational constraint. This implies that stay plates have
a minimum length to remain effective, but anything
equal to or greater than half the depth of the channels
to which they are attached with a minimum of three

fasteners will effectively redistribute load. End stay

plates were found to slightly reduce moments near the

gusset connections for laced members, but did not

affect the moment at the mid-panel location for mid-

panel failures.

The number of stay plates within a given panel length
was also studied. When clear distances were maintained
constant and the number of stay plates was increased,
this forced a longer panel length, for which the number
of stay plates had no effect on results. However, if the
panel length was maintained constant and the number
of stay plates was increased, this forced smaller and
smaller clear distances between the plates. The result
was a slight increase in second order moments resulting
from members having more stay plates within a given
length. This is illustrated in Figure 6.14 where results
for pinned, fixed, and continuous models have been
plotted together as a function of the number of stay
plates within a fixed panel length. The solid lines are
single-span members and the dashed lines are 3-span
continuous members. The legend indicates the bound-
ary condition and the location where the moment was
integrated in the FEM. The location of failure was mid-
panel for all of the models shown in this figure. The
effect was that as the number of stay plates increased,
the bending stiffness of the member increased. This was
most notable for pinned boundary conditions, with
only marginal increases for fixed and continuous mem-
bers. Smaller clear distances between stay plates resulted
in stiffer sections of channel between the stiffening
elements (the stay plates), which transferred slightly
more load and consequently increased moments.

Lacing bar thickness, length, and spacing were
examined for their effect on laced two-channel mem-
bers. Lattice bars sizes ranged from 1/8- to 3/4-inch
thick. Lattice fastener spacing ranged from half of the
channel spacing to two times the channel spacing. Early
design provisions limited the lattice spacing to about 45
degrees, which would be equal to the channel spacing.
The same provisions also called for a lattice thickness-
to-length ratio of about c60. The parametric study
varied this ratio from c169 to c28. It was found that these
parameters all had negligible effects. One model was
also analyzed in which the lattice bars were completely
removed so that it only had the end stay plates. When
the failure was at the mid-panel location of the member,
the resulting moment at the location of the failure was
reduced by about half compared to the same geometry
with lattice bars, but the moment at the end stay plate
was unaltered. When the failure was located between
the end stay plate and the gusset connection of the
member without lattice bars, the resulting moment at
the mid-panel location was unchanged and the moment
at the location of failure was nearly doubled, going
from 5% to about 9% of P e. This behavior suggests
that while the lattice may support some limited load
redistribution, they are not critical to performance of
the member in the faulted condition. This also suggests
that even though the parametric study focused on
double lattice with fastened intersections, less robust
systems of lattice, such as single lattice, would not be
expected to affect results significantly. This comparison
suggests that the simplified method of analysis resulting
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Figure 6.14 Plot showing the increase in moment resulting from more stay plates.

Figure 6.15 Images depicting failure locations for stay-plated and laced two-channel members.
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from the parametric study can be used for laced
members of all kinds, whether double or single lattice
configurations.

The final parameter studied was the location of the
failure. This was not necessarily geometric, but affected
the response of the members and magnitude of the

solution. It included the mid-panel location and
between the end stay plate and the gusset plate con-
nections. Figure 6.15 shows four examples, one from
each of the locations for each type of member. Figure
6.15(a) shows failure between the end stay plate and
gusset plate on a laced member. Figure 6.15(b) shows



failure between the end stay plate and gusset plate
on a stay-plated member. Notice that in both cases the
failure was placed between the gusset plate and the end
stay plate. Figure 6.15(c) shows the mid-panel failure
for a laced member where the two lattice bars that
would have connected into the location of the failure
have been removed to facilitate convergence of the
finite element solution. This was done for all laced
member mid-panel failure models. Figure 6.15(d) shows
a typical mid-panel failure for the stay-plated members.
The resulting moment in laced members was not sig-
nificantly affected by the location of the failure. This
means to say that the resulting moment was always
largest at the location of failure, however, the magnitude
was not necessarily larger for mid-panel failures versus
failures near the gusset plate. The same cannot be
said for stay-plated types, as it was found that failures

near the gusset connection for both continuous and non-

continuous stay-plated members resulted in moments

that were two or three times larger than for the same

geometry failed near the mid-panel length. There were a

few exceptions to this observation, so most models were

analyzed two times, once with a failure at each location

to ensure the worst-case scenario was captured for a given

geometry. Plots of the percent of P e in the following

sections include results for both failure locations, which is

the primary source of the data scatter.

6.4.1 Results for Continuous Stay-Plated Two-Channel
Members

Figure 6.16 compiles the results for all continuous
stay-plated models analyzed. The vertical axis is the
finite element analysis moment divided by the theore-
tical moment, P e. The horizontal axis is a combination
of geometric properties used to correlate the results.
The correlation includes the number of stay plate pairs
(meaning a pair of plates located at the top and bottom

of the member at the same cross section) within a single
panel length. This includes the two end stay plate pairs
and all intermediate stay plate pairs on the section of
the member being evaluated, multiplied by the ratio of
the channel depth to the channel spacing.

Regression analysis was used to conservatively fit a
line to the maximum values. Approximately 5% of the
data exceeded the limit defined by the line, which was
considered acceptable. The line is defined by Equation
6.1, which can be used to calculate the second order
moment resulting from a failed channel in a continuous
stay-plated two-channel member.

MAF~
Pue

120

NSPdCH

2e
z3

� �
~

PuNSPdCHz6Pue

240
ð6:1Þ

Where:

MAF After-fracture moment resulting from failure of
a channel in a two-channel member (kip-in).

Pu Total factored axial load (kips).

e Distance measured from the centroid of the
unfaulted two-channel member to the centroid of the
intact channel in the faulted state (in; see Figure 6.7).

NSP Number of stay plate pairs (1 pair equals the
top and bottom stay plates at the same cross section)
within the span of the member between the panel
points.

dCH Depth of the channels (in).

The resulting moment is inserted into Equation 6.5
to calculate the after-fracture net section stress used to
determine the remaining fatigue life. All results for
continuous stay-plated members have also been tabu-
lated in Appendix B.

6.4.2 Results for Continuous Laced Two-Channel
Members

Figure 6.17 compiles the results for all continuous
laced models analyzed. The vertical axis is the finite

Figure 6.16 Plot of results for continuous stay-plated two-channel members.
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element analysis moment divided by the theoretical
moment, P e. The horizontal axis is a combination of
geometric properties used to correlate the results. The
correlation parameters includes the length (inches) from
the centerline of a panel point to the centerline of the
next panel point, times the ratio of the channel depth to
the channel spacing.

Regression analysis was used to conservatively fit a
line to the maximum values. Less than 5% of the data
exceeded the limit defined by the line, which was
considered acceptable. The line is defined by Equation
6.2, which can be used to calculate the second order
moment resulting from a failed channel in a continuous
laced two-channel member. The lattice bar configura-
tion factor, cLB, accounts for the fact that single lattice
bars will have twice the spacing of comparable dou-
ble lattice bars. Equation 6.2 was derived using double
lattice bar spacing. Based on results for members where
the lattice was removed, the simplified method can be
extended to single lattice configurations, as well. Thus,
the lattice bar configuration factor reduces the spacing
of single lattice bar members to an equivalent double
lattice bar spacing such that the moment is not incor-
rectly doubled for single lattice members. Finally, as
can be seen in Figure 6.17 the maximum moment
reaches a plateau of less than 14% of Pe. Equation 6.2
limits the moment to 0.15Pe, which is slightly above
the maximum value observed for the continuous laced
members.

MAF~
Pue

590

LPLdCH

cLBSLB2e
z14

� �

~
PuLPLdCHz28PuecLBSLB

1180cLBSLB

ƒ0:15Pue

ðEq: 6:2Þ

Where:

MAF After-fracture moment resulting from failure of
a channel in a two-channel member (kip-in).

Pu Total factored axial load (kips).
e Distance measured from the centroid of the

unfaulted two-channel member to the centroid of the
intact channel in the faulted state (in; see Figure 6.7).

LPL Length of the panel measured between the
centerlines of two panel points (in).

SLB Spacing of the lattice bars measured long-
itudinally between centerlines of fasteners connecting
the lattice bars to a channel flange (in).

dCH Depth of the channels (in).
cLB Lattice bar configuration factor; 1.0 for double

lattice, 0.5 for single lattice.
The resulting moment is inserted into Equation 6.5

to calculate the after-fracture net section stress used
to determine the remaining fatigue life. All results for
continuous laced members have also been tabulated in
Appendix B.

6.4.3 Results for Non-Continuous Stay-Plated Two-
Channel Members

Figure 6.18 compiles the results for all non-contin-
uous stay-plated models analyzed. The vertical axis is
the finite element analysis moment divided by the theo-
retical moment, P e. The horizontal axis is a combi-
nation of geometric properties used to correlate the
results. It is the number of stay plate pairs (meaning a
pair of plates located at the top and bottom of the
member at the same cross section) along the entire
length of the member, which includes the two end stay
plate pairs and all intermediate stay plate pairs on the
section of the member being evaluated, multiplied by
the ratio of the channel depth to the channel spacing.

Regression analysis was used to conservatively fit a
line to the maximum values. Less than 5% of the data
exceeded the limit defined by the line, which was con-
sidered acceptable. The line is defined by Equation 6.3,
which can be used to calculate the second order moment

Figure 6.17 Plot of results for continuous laced two-channel members.
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resulting from a failed channel in a non-continuous
stay-plated two-channel member. The moment is
limited to 0.35Pe, which is slightly above the maximum
value observed for the continuous laced members, as
can be seen in Figure 6.18.

MAF~
Pue

22

NSPdCH

2e
z1

� �

~
PuNSPdCHz2Pue

ƒ0:35Pe

ðEq: 6:3Þ
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Where:
MAF After-fracture moment resulting from failure of

a channel in a two-channel member (kip-in).
Pu Total factored axial load (kips).
e Distance measured from the centroid of the

unfaulted two-channel member to the centroid of the
intact channel in the faulted state (in; see Figure 6.7).

NSP Number of stay plate pairs (1 pair equals the top
and bottom stay plates at the same cross section) within
the span of the member between the panel points.

dCH Depth of the channels (in).
The resulting moment is inserted into Equation 6.5 to

calculate the after-fracture net section stress used to
determine the remaining fatigue life. All results for non-
continuous stay-plated members have also been tabu-
lated in Appendix B.

6.4.4 Results for Non-Continuous Laced Two-Channel
Members

Figure 6.19 compiles the results for all non-contin-
uous laced models analyzed. The vertical axis is the
finite element analysis moment divided by the theore-
tical moment, P e. The horizontal axis is a combination
of geometric properties used to correlate the results.
It is the length in inches of the channels, including the

depth into the gusset plate at each end of the member,
times the ratio of the channel depth to the channel
spacing.

Regression analysis was used to conservatively fit a
line to the maximum values. Five percent of the data
exceeded the limit defined by the line, which was
considered acceptable. The line is defined by Equation
6.4, which can be used to calculate the second order
moment resulting from a failed channel in a non-
continuous laced two-channel member. The lattice bar
configuration factor, cLB, accounts for the fact that
single lattice bars will have twice the spacing of
comparable double lattice bars. Equation 6.4 was
derived using double lattice bar spacing. Based on
results for members where the lattice was removed, the
simplified method can be extended to single lattice
configurations, as well. Thus, the lattice bar configura-
tion factor reduces the spacing of single lattice bar
members to an equivalent double lattice bar spacing
such that the moment is not incorrectly doubled for
single lattice members.

MAF~
Pue

550

LPLdCH

cLBSLB2e
z20

� �

~
PuLPLdCHz40PuecLBSLB

1100cLBSLB

ðEq: 6:4Þ

Where:

MAF After-fracture moment resulting from failure of
a channel in a two-channel member (kip-in).

Pu Total factored axial load (kips).

e Distance measured from the centroid of the
unfaulted two-channel member to the centroid of the
intact channel in the faulted state (in; see Figure 6.7).

LPL Length of the panel measured between the
centerlines of two panel points (in).

Figure 6.18 Plot of results for non-continuous stay-plated two-channel members.
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Figure 6.19 Plot of results for non-continuous laced two-channel members.
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SLB Spacing of the lattice bars measured longitu-
dinally between centerlines of fasteners connecting the
lattice bars to a channel flange (in).

dCH Depth of the channels (in).

cLB Lattice bar configuration factor; 1.0 for double
lattice, 0.5 for single lattice.

The resulting moment is inserted into Equation 6.5
to calculate the after-fracture net section stress used
to determine the remaining fatigue life. All results for
non-continuous laced members have also been tabu-
lated in Appendix B.

6.5 Application of Parametric Study Findings for Two-
Channel Members

The following sections describe implementation of
the after-fracture moments, previously explained, in
order to calculate the after-fracture net section stress
resulting from failure of a channel in a two-channel
member. A validation exercise is completed and further
guidance is given for proper application of the simpli-
fied method.

6.5.1 After-fracture Net Section Stress Calculation

Following calculation of the after-fracture moment
that results from failure of one of the two channels,
Equation 6.5 is used to calculate the after-fracture net
section stress. The equation combines the axial net
section stress and second order flexural stress. The axial
net section stress is simply the total factored load
carried by the member in the unfaulted state, divided
by the after-fracture net section. The flexural stress
is the after-fracture moment calculated using one
of Equations 6.1–6.4, as applicable for the member
type, times the distance from the neutral axis to the
point of interest, c, divided by the weak axis moment

of inertia, Iy.

fAFN~
Pu

AAFN

z
MAF c

Iy

ðEq: 6:5Þ

Where:
AAFN Net section area of the member in the faulted

state. This is equal to the net area of a single channel
(in2).

fAFN Factored total net section stress in the faulted
state (ksi).

PuTotal factored applied tensile load (kip).
Iy Principle axis moment of inertia about the weak

axis of a single channel (in4).
c Distance from the centroid of the channel to the

surface of stress calculation (in).
MAF After-fracture moment resulting from failure of

a channel in a two-channel member (kip-in).
The flexural stress calculation requires the input of

the variable, c, which is the distance from the channel
weak orientation neutral axis to the spot on the channel
for which the stress calculation is being made. Failure
of a channel will result in the intact channel bending
inward toward the failed channel, or toward the center
of the member. This means that the highest combina-
tion of tensile axial and flexural stress will result at the
interior surface of the intact channel. The stress should
be estimated for the location of fasteners that are
closest to the center of the member because they would
likely be the most fatigue prone detail subjected to the
greatest tensile stress range. For the case of the Winona
Bridge Specimen 1, shown in Figure 6.20 where the
channels were oriented with the flanges pointing away
from the center of the member, this would be the
inward surface of the cover plate where fasteners holes
were located. Generally speaking though, two-channel
members will only have fasteners in the flanges used for
connection to lattice bars or stay plates. Therefore, the



Figure 6.20 Cross sectional view of Winona Bridge Specimen
1, cut location ‘‘A.’’

flexural stress would be calculated for the centerline
position of the fasteners in the channel flanges. If the
channels were oriented with flanges pointed outward,
this could mean that the fastener holes may be
subjected to compressive flexural stresses.

Finally, Equations 6.1 through 6.5 are intended for
use in the calculation of strength limit states, as well
as fatigue. The residual dead load that redistributes
following failure of a single channel will generate a
residual secondary moment that is combined with the
increased axial load demands on the remaining channel.
Then the same equations are used for the factored live
loads in order to estimate after-fracture net section
stress range leading to evaluation of fatigue life.

6.5.2 Validation Exercise: Simplified Analysis of Two-
Channel Members

Data collected on the Winona Bridge chord, Specimen
1, were used to validate the simplified analysis method
for continuous stay-plated two-channel members. The
Winona Bridge test specimen data were used to calibrate
the finite element models utilized to perform the para-
metric study for two-channel members. However, the
geometries used to develop the simplified method of
analysis did not specifically include the Winona Bridge
tension chord. This means it was reasonable to use the
experimental data collected on the Winona Bridge
Specimens to validate the simplified method. Moreover,
the experimental data was preferred for a validation
process because it was a physical measurement of stresses
in a true bridge member, rather than an assumed and
idealized geometry analyzed using finite element.

Although Specimen 1 was not two-channel member,
it was treated as such by severing an entire half of the
member. If the Winona Bridge chord, or one similar to
it, were being evaluated in reality, it would be treated as
a multi-component member due to the fact that the
rolled channels each had redundant web plates that
would prevent an entire half of the cross section from
fracturing. Furthermore, prior to cutting of the channel

on Specimen 1, the redundant web plate (or cover plate)
was cut and the specimen was loaded measuring load,
displacement and stress. It was observed that no second
order moment was generated in the member, as it was
for the case when an entire half of the member was
severed. This observation supports the categorization
of a member configured similar to the Winona Bridge
tension chord as a ‘‘multi-component member’’ where
load redistribution was managed within the portion of
the member containing the failure component. How-
ever, solely for the purpose of validating the two-channel
member simplified analysis methods, this member was
treated as if there were only two components where one
entire half has fractured leaving half of the original cross
section to carry the full axial load and secondary
moment resulting from load redistribution. Final con-
clusions from the FEM-based parametric study confirm
that this approach was reasonable and effective.

Figure 6.20 shows the cross-sectional view of
Specimen 1 at the location of the severed channel and
cover plate. The channel and cover plate that were cut
have been hatched with black lines. Strain gages are
sketched on the intact cross section with blue rectangles
at the exact locations they were installed on the test
specimen, but are not to scale. Each gage is labeled with
the channel identity prescribed to them during the
experimental testing. Gage A11 was centered in the net
section between the two rows of rivets that stitched the
cover plate to the rolled channel. Gage A13 was directly
opposite of A11 on the outward surface of the channel
web. The eccentricity of the member, e, was calculated
based on the composite section of the channel and
redundant web plate. The weak orientation neutral axis
is shown, labeled ‘‘NA,’’ which was positioned very
closely to the outward surface of the channel web. Stay
plates were located in the foreground and background
of the location of the cross section shown, but have
been removed for clarity.

Table 6.1 lists the member properties that were used
for the validation exercise. AAFN was the after-fracture
net section area, NSP was the number of stay plate pairs
within a panel length, e was the distance from the
centroid of the member in the unfaulted state to the
centroid of the member in the faulted state, dCH was
the depth of the channels, cA11 was the distance from
the centroid (neutral axis) of the member in the faulted
state to the location of gage A11, cA13 was the distance
from the centroid (neutral axis) of the member in the

TABLE 6.1
After-fracture properties for Specimen 1

Member Property Unit Value

AAFN

NSP

e

dCH

cA11

cA13

Iy

in2

–

in

in

in

in

in4

15.91

8

5.96

15

0.845

-0.03

12.8
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faulted state to the location of gage A13, and Iy was
the weak axis moment of inertia for the remaining half
of the member.

Table 6.2 contains the results for the simplified
method of analysis, as well as the measured stresses
collected during two loading cycles, Test 9 and Test 10,
for Specimen 1. P was the total axial load applied to the
member, which is presented in increments of 50 kips.
MAF was the after-fracture moment calculated using
Equation 6.1 for continuous stay-plated two-channel
members. fbend was the stress in the member due to the
after-fracture moment, MAF, calculated for the position
of strain gage A11. faxial was the after-fracture net
section axial stress calculated by dividing P by the after-
fracture net section area, AAFN. fAFN was the total after-
fracture net section stress calculated using Equation 6.5,
or simply adding fbend to faxial. The final two columns
contain the experimental results measured with strain
gage A11, located on the inward surface of the
redundant web plate (see Figure 6.20). The following
demonstrates the calculations made for Table 6.2 using
the final load of 300 kips:

MAF~
PuNSPdCHz6Pue

240

~
300kip(8)(15in)z6(300kip)(5:96in)

240

~194:7kip:in

fAFN~faxialzfbend~
Pu

AAFN

z
MAF c

Iy

~
300kip

15:91in2

z
194:7kip:in 0:845inð Þ

12:8in4
~18:9ksi

z12:9ksi~31:7ksi

Table 6.3 contains the results for the simplified
method of analysis, as well as the measured stresses
collected during two loading cycles, Test 9 and Test 10,
for Specimen 1. P was the total axial load applied to the
member. MAF was the after-fracture moment calculated
using Equation 6.1 for continuous stay-plated two-
channel members. fbend was the stress in the member
due to the after-fracture moment, MAF, calculated for
the position of strain gage A13. faxial was the after-
fracture net section axial stress calculated by dividing

P by the after-fracture net section area, AAFN. fAFN was
the total after-fracture net section stress calculated
using Equation 6.5, or simply adding fbend to faxial. The
final two columns contain the experimental results
measured with strain gage A13, located on the outward
surface of the channel web. As can be seen on Figure
6.20, gage A13 was installed very close to the weak
direction neutral axis of the member in the faulted state,
which is why the flexural stress component was nearly
zero at all load steps.

Comparing results from strain gage A11 for Test 9
and Test 10 to fAFN in Table 6.2 yields:

N the largest overestimation from the simplified method

was 14% (1.3 ksi) for Test 10 at the 100-kip load step,

N the greatest under estimate was 5% (-0.5 ksi) for Test 9 at

the 100-kip load step,

N the combined average error for all of Test 9 was an

overestimation of 1%, and

N the combined average error for Test 10 was an over-

estimate of 6%.

Results shown in Table 6.2 would be used to deter-
mine the after-fracture net section stress and establish
the remaining fatigue life of the member. However,
to extend the validation exercise further, the data set
collected for strain gage A13 on the channel web was
also compared to the simplified method of analysis.

Weighing results from strain gage A13 for Test 9 and
Test 10 against fAFN in Table 6.3 yields

N the greatest overestimation from the simplified method

was 25% (1.2 ksi) for Test 10 at the 50-kip load step,

N the largest underestimate was 19% (-0.7 ksi) for Test 9 at

the 150-kip load step,

N the average error for all of Test 9 was an overestimation

of 5%, and

N the average error for Test 10 was an overestimation of

13%.

The two experimental test results can also be ave-
raged and then compared to the closed-form solutions.
For stress at the location of gage A11

N the largest over estimate becomes 5.3% (1.4 ksi) at the

250-kip load step,

N there was no underestimation,

N the error at the peak load was a 5% (1.6 ksi) over-

estimation, and

N the combined average error was a 3% overestimation.

TABLE 6.2
Validation results for Specimen 1, gage A11 located on cover plate

Load,

P (kip) MAF (kip-in) fbend (ksi) faxial (ksi) fAFN (ksi)

Test 9, Gage

A11 (ksi)

Test 10, Gage

A11 (ksi)

Test

Average (ksi) % Error

50

100

150

200

250

300

32.4

64.9

97.3

129.8

162.2

194.7

2.1

4.3

6.4

8.6

10.7

12.9

3.1

6.3

9.4

12.6

15.7

18.9

5.3

10.6

15.9

21.1

26.4

31.7

5.1

11.1

15.8

21.3

25.3

30.2

5.2

9.3

15.3

20.8

24.7

30.0

5.2

10.2

15.6

21.1

25.0

30.1

1.9

3.8

1.9

0

5.3

5
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TABLE 6.3
Validation results for Specimen 1, gage A13 located on the channel web

Load, P (kip) MAF (kip-in) fbend (ksi) faxial (ksi) fAFN (ksi)

Test 9, Gage A13

(ksi)

Test 10, Gage A13

(ksi) Test Average (ksi) % Error

50

100

150

200

250

300

32.4

64.9

97.3

129.8

162.2

194.7

-0.1

-0.2

-0.2

-0.3

-0.4

-0.5

3.1

6.3

9.4

12.6

15.7

18.9

3.0

6.1

9.2

12.3

15.3

18.4

3.8

5.6

8.1

11.3

13.9

17.0

2.5

4.9

10.0

10.9

13.3

16.5

3.2

5.3

9.1

11.1

13.6

16.7

-6.6

13.1

1

9.7

11.1

9.2

Figure 6.21 Sketch illustrating correct application of Equations 6.1–6.4 on continuous trusses.

Figure 6.22 Sketch illustrating correct application of Equations 6.1–6.4 on simple span trusses.
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For stress at the location of gage A13

N the largest over estimate became 13.1% (0.8 ksi) at the
100-kip load step,

N the largest under estimation became -6.6% (-0.2 ksi) at
the 50-kip load step,

N the error at the peak load was a 9.2% overestimation, and

N the combined average error was a 6.2% overestimation.

It was anticipated that results of the closed-form
solution for the location of gage A13 could have larger
margins of error due to the fact that it was located very
close to the estimated neutral axis of bending. However,
overall the results agreed well. The simplified method
was able to predict the after-fracture net section stress
for the controlling fatigue detail to within acceptable
margins of error at multiple load steps.

6.5.3 Guidance for Use of Closed-form Solution for Two-
Channel Members

The simplified method of analysis was developed
taking into account failures at mid-panel and near
the gusset connections capturing the largest resulting

moments for the geometries analyzed. This means that
a single after-fracture moment calculation and net
section stress calculation need to be performed for each
member. There is no need to repeat this calculation
multiple times for different cross sections of the same
member. Figure 6.21 and Figure 6.22 illustrate two
typical types of trusses where two-channel members
could be used. Figure 6.21 shows a generic three-span
continuous deck truss structure. Figure 6.22 depicts a
generic single-span through-truss structure. Each figure
has been highlighted with red and blue lines. The red
lines indicate members that would be analyzed using
either Equation 6.1 (stay-plated) or 6.2 (laced) for con-
tinuous members. The blue lines designate members
that would be evaluated using either Equation 6.3 (stay-
plated) or 6.4 (laced) for non-continuous members.
Members that are not highlighted, or which appear
black, are compression members that would not need to
be evaluated for internal redundancy. Reversal zones
that are subjected to both tensile and compressive live
load stresses need to be evaluated. Notice that the
terminating bottom chord of each truss is evaluated
using equations for non-continuous members. Due to



the lack of continuity beyond the abutment at each end
of a truss, the last panel must be analyzed using equa-
tions developed for non-continuous members. This was
confirmed during the parametric study as the correct
application of the equations for terminating members.

7. DETAILED INSPECTION AND LOAD RATING
ROUND-ROBIN STUDY

During Phase II of the project, a small round-robin
style inspection and load rating study was performed
with certified bridge inspectors and practicing load rating
engineers. The purpose was to investigate the varia-
bility in the inspection and evaluation of severely cor-
roded steel tension members. This process evaluated
two separate, but related, sources of variability within
the inspection and load rating process. The variability
in each task was controlled such that variability in
the load ratings was not compounded by variability in
the inspection findings.

7.1 Inspection Round-Robin

A small pool of bridge inspectors was invited to
perform a detailed inspection of Specimen 1 between,
but not including, the two gusset plates, as shown
in Figure 7.1. Inspectors were directed to use typical
inspection procedures to evaluate the condition of the
chord and provide the necessary thickness measure-
ments to support a load rating calculation. The inspec-
tion was divided into three separate tasks to gain insight
into the individual inspection strategies employed by
the inspectors but also to provide consistent data that
could be directly compared to evaluate variability.
The variability was evaluated by comparing the ins-
pector measurements to each other and to the reference
measurements determined by the RT.

7.1.1 Inspector Demographics

Five inspectors (four males and one female) parti-
cipated in the inspection round-robin. Two of the
inspectors were from federal agencies, one was from a
state department of transportation, and two worked for
a private engineering and inspection firm. The inspec-
tors ranged in age from 25 to 59 and their experience
varied from 1 year to 18 years. The average experience
of the group was 7.2 years. Four of the five inspectors
possessed a post-secondary degree in engineering and
were either an engineer-in-training or a professional
engineer. Four of the five inspectors had completed the
FHWA/NHI 2 week course Safety Inspection of In-
service Bridges. Only one inspector had received addi-
tional training specific to estimating section loss in steel
members. The inspectors had performed between 0 and
60 fracture critical inspections during the 12 months
prior to their participation in the study and the percen-
tage of time spent performing inspections ranged from
less than 1% to 95%. Inspector characteristics and
inspection conditions are summarized in Table 7.1.

7.1.2 Inspection Scenario

The inspections were completed outside at Bowen
Laboratory in West Lafayette, IN between April 2018
and July 2018. The inspections were completed from
the ground adjacent to the truss chord and no
specialized access equipment was required. The average
temperatures on the days of the inspections ranged
from 47 degrees to 80 degrees. Figure 7.2 shows two of
the inspectors taking thickness measurements during
this hands-on inspection. During the inspection, the
proctor recorded the weather conditions, the start and
end time for each task, the tools used by the inspector,
and general firsthand observations of the inspector’s

Figure 7.1 Truss chord elevation view (looking from joint L4 to L2).
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TABLE 7.1
Inspector characteristics and inspection conditions

Inspector 1 Inspector 2 Inspector 3 Inspector 4 Inspector 5

Inspection Date

Temperature (uF)

Weather

Age

Gender

Employer

Years of Inspection

Experience

No. of Routine Inspections

in Previous 12 Months

No. of Hands On

Inspections in Previous

12 Months

Professional Licensure

Education

23-Apr-18

55

Overcast, light rain

59

Male

Federal Agency

10

4

4

PE

Master’s Degree

24-Apr-18/

26-Apr-18

55/47

Clear

29

Female

Federal Agency

1

1

0

FE

Bachelor’s Degree

27-Jun-18

75

Overcast, humid

45

Male

State Agency

18

80

60

None

Bachelor’s Degree

16-Jul-18

80

Hot, humid

27

Male

Private Consultant

5

20

4

FE

Bachelor’s Degree

16-Jul-18

80

Hot, humid

25

Male

Private Consultant

2

30

1

FE

Bachelor’s Degree

Figure 7.2 Two inspectors taking thickness measurements of the truss chord.
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activities. After the inspection, the inspector was asked
to complete a written exit survey to gather information
on their education, experience, training, etc. All inspec-
tors were read the same set of instructions and provided
with a set of blank inspections forms. These documents
are provided in Appendix D.

In addition to the inspection forms and procedures,
the following information about the structure was given
to the inspectors:

N This member was removed from a bridge constructed in
the early 1940s in the upper Midwest region of the US.

N This member was a part of the bottom chord of the deck
truss.

N This member is fracture critical.

The inspection was divided into three separate tasks.
Before beginning each task, the proctor read the same
set of instructions to the inspector and answered any
questions. Task 1 was the most unstructured task. The
inspectors were asked to identify the critical section for
measuring section loss within the inspection limits. The
inspectors were allowed to use any tools that they
brought with them to complete this task and a time
limit of 30 minutes was imposed. This time limit was
intended to ensure that inspectors did not spend an
unreasonable amount of time taking measurements at
multiple locations. In Task 2, the inspectors were asked
to estimate the remaining thickness of the truss chord at
the two locations. The locations were identified on the



inspection forms and on the chord, itself. The
inspectors were allowed to use any tools they brought
with them to complete the task and no time limit was
imposed. In Task 3, the inspectors were asked to
indicate the critical section for measuring section loss
within a 28-inch segment of the chord spanning
between two adjacent batten plates. The inspectors
did not need to record the remaining thickness at this
location, but could use any tools they brought with
them to complete the task. No time limit was imposed.
The three tasks were designed to yield inspection results
that could be compared among the inspectors, while
also providing a realistic representation of the varia-
bility in inspection strategies.

7.1.3 Inspection Results

Determining the remaining member area based on
the inspectors’ recorded thickness measurements was
not a straightforward task. In many cases, the RT had
to make assumptions about the intentions of the
inspectors since the inspectors often just noted mea-
surements on the sketches without providing dimen-
sions. The inspectors explained that common practice
is to take the measurements in the field and then
calculate section loss in their office, so they may not
be accustomed to making their field notes intelligible
to others. For consistency in this study, a numerical
approximation similar to the middle Riemann sum
method was used to calculate the remaining area from
the thickness measurements. Each recorded thickness
measurement was assumed to be the measurement at
the center of a rectangular shaped increment as shown
in Figure 7.3 and the total remaining area of the
member was calculated by summing the areas of the
increments. As the number of increments increases,
the length of the increments gets shorter and the sum
of the areas eventually approaches the true area of the

member. The number and length of the increments was
determined based on the number of thickness measure-
ments recorded by the inspector; more thickness mea-
surements resulted in shorter increments. When the
exact location of the measurements was not provided,
they were assumed to be evenly spaced, and when
thickness measurements were not provided, the design
thickness of the component was used to calculate the
remaining area. The rivet holes were ignored during all
area calculations.

7.1.3.1 Task 1. As mentioned previously, in Task 1,
the inspectors were asked to identify the most critical
section for estimating the remaining capacity of the
tension chord within the inspection limits. Four of
the five inspectors successfully completed Task 1. The
remaining inspector provided various thickness mea-
surements along the length of the chord, but did not
provide enough detail to determine the remaining
section at any single location. A summary of the
results for this task is shown in Table 7.2. Based on the
measurements provided, the remaining area estimates
ranged from 32.4 in2 to 35 in2. Assuming an original
gross cross section of 34.7 in2 based on the construction
plans, the percent ‘‘loss’’ estimates range from -6.4%

to +0.9%.

The quickest inspector completed Task 1 in 17
minutes and the slowest inspector required 47 minutes.
Although a time limit of 30 minutes had been set for
this task, two inspectors were allowed to exceed this to
provide useable data. All of the inspectors used an
ultrasonic thickness gauge to complete this task. Four
of the five inspectors used a measuring device (folding
ruler or tape measure) and a camera during this task.
One inspector used digital calipers and another
inspector used a hammer.

Figure 7.4 shows the locations along the chord that
the inspectors identified as the most critical section for

Figure 7.3 Method used to calculate remaining member area from field measurements.
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TABLE 7.2
Summary of Task 1 results

Inspector 1 Inspector 2 Inspector 3 Inspector 4 Inspector 5

Remaining Member Area (in2)

Duration (min.)

Location of Critical Section (in

inches measured from Joint L2)

32.4

47

129

Incomplete

30

Incomplete

34.6

24

17.25

33.1

39

130

35

17

120

39

Figure 7.4 Critical section locations identified in Task 1.

determining remaining capacity. Three of the four
inspectors that successfully completed Task 1 identified
a critical section within a 10-inch region of the chord.
This region of the chord had experienced significant
section loss and distortion due to pack rust at the top
of one of the cover plates as shown in Figure 7.5.
The fourth inspector determined that the critical section
was beneath the batten plate closest to joint L2.

One of the largest sources of variability within this
task was the location and quantity of thickness mea-
surements recorded by the inspectors. Only two of the
five inspectors recorded thickness measurements on all
four components (2 channels and 2 cover plates) of the
built-up chord. Inspector 1 provided measurements at
approximately 1-inch intervals along the depth of each
component and inspector 3 provided measurements
at approximately 2-1/2-inch intervals along the compo-
nents. In contrast, Inspector 4 provided seven thickness
measurements along just one of the channels and one
of the cover plates and Inspector 5 provided three
thickness measurements along just one of the channels.
Since the amount of section loss in the chord is rela-
tively small, especially in the channel components, the
lack of measurements had a limited influence on the
remaining area calculations. However, in members with
more severe section loss, this may cause the remaining
area to be significantly over- or underestimated.

Although not the focus of this phase, only two of the
five inspectors provided notes or measurements related
to the distortion in the cover plate. In the vicinity of
the critical sections selected by Inspectors 1, 4, and 5,
the thickness of the pack rust is more than 1 inch at the
top and bottom of the member. For tension members,

distortion due to pack rust is typically ignored during
the engineering evaluations since design standards
allow for areas of localized yielding and tension mem-
bers are self-stabilizing (Kulicki, Prucz, Sorgenfrei,
Mertz, & Young, 1990). Therefore, the lack of measure-
ments or notes would likely not affect the load rating.
However, for compression members, the distortion
could pose more significant issues (Kulicki et al., 1990)
and may need to be accounted for by the load rating
engineer. Distortion in the cover plates may reduce their
effectiveness and lower the overall capacity of the
member. In this case, the inspector should include more
detailed notes, photos, and measurements. For this
inspection, the inspectors were not explicitly told that
this was tension member but were told it was a fracture
critical lower truss chord, which implies that it is a
tension member. It is possible they understood that the
distortion measurement was not needed for the load
rating of a tension member or it is possible that they
were not aware of its importance for any loading type. In
general, inspectors should be instructed to err on the side
of providing too much information and allow the rating
officials to determine what condition information should
be included in their analysis.

7.1.3.2 Task 2. In Task 2, the inspectors were
instructed to provide thickness measurements for the
truss chord at the two locations shown in Figure 7.6.

Following the inspections, reference values were
developed by the research team after disassembling
the chord. Measurements were taken with an ultrasonic
thickness gauge at 1/2-inch increments along each
cover plate and channel and the remaining area was



Figure 7.5 Region identified as the critical section by three of the inspectors.

Figure 7.6 Truss chord at (a) Cross Section 1 and (b) Cross Section 2.
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calculated using the middle Riemann sum approach
discussed above. A summary of the results from the RT
measurements is provided in Table 7.3. Reference
measurements were taken at 6 or 7 locations along
each flange, 28 locations along the channel web, and 31
or 32 locations along the cover plate. The remaining
area determined from the thickness measurements was
33.27 in2 at Cross Section 1 and 33.63 in2 at Cross
Section 2. The disassembled pieces of the truss are
shown in Figure 7.7.

All five inspectors successfully completed this task.
A summary of the results for this task is shown in Table
7.4. At Cross Section 1, the remaining area estimates
ranged from 33.42 in2 to 35.66 in2. At Cross Section 2,

the remaining area estimates ranged from 34.16 in2 to
35.70 in2. Compared to the reference values developed
by the RT, all inspectors overestimated the remaining
area at both locations as shown in Figure 7.8. The
reference area calculated based on the RT measure-
ments is shown on the x-axis and the measured area
calculated based on the inspectors’ measurements is
shown on the y-axis. The diagonal 1-to-1 reference line
represents exact agreement between the reference area
and the measured area. All of the measured areas plot
above the 1-to-1 line indicating that the measured area
exceeds the reference area. The percent error ranged
from 0.5% to 7.2% at Cross Section 1 and from 1.0% to
6.2% at Cross Section 2.



TABLE 7.3
Summary of RT results

Cross Section 1 Cross Section 2

Member Description Member A Areas (in2) Member B Areas (in2) Member A Areas (in2) Member B Areas (in2)

Web 7.70 8.01 8.09 8.05

Top Flange 1.83 1.83 1.85 1.83

Bottom Flange 1.81 1.83 1.84 1.83

Channel (Web + Flanges) 11.33 11.68 11.78 11.71

Cover Plate 4.99 5.27 5.24 4.90

Channel + Cover Plate 16.32 16.94 17.02 16.61

Total Cross Section 33.27 33.63

Figure 7.7 Disassembled pieces from Cross Sections 1 and 2.
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The duration of this task ranged from 5 minutes to
31 minutes. The average time to complete this task was
19 minutes. The quickest inspector measured the remain-
ing thickness at Cross Section 2 as part of Task 1, and so
they did not repeat that as part of Task 2. All of the
inspectors used an ultrasonic thickness gauge to com-
plete this task. Four of the five inspectors used a mea-
suring device (tape measure or folding ruler) during
this task and only one inspector used a flashlight to
complete this task.

Similar to Task 1, the location and number of thick-
ness measurements varied significantly from inspector
to inspector. Again, Inspector 1 provided measure-
ments at approximately 1-inch intervals along the depth
of each component and Inspector 3 provided measure-
ments at approximately 2-1/2-inch intervals. Inspector 2
took measurements at approximately 5-inch intervals
along the channels and 2-1/2-inch intervals along the
cover plates. Inspector 4 recorded the thickness of the
channels at 1-1/2-inch intervals but took only one mea-
surement along the cover plates. Inspector 5 recorded
the thickness of the channels and cover plates at only a
single location.

Considering the components separately provides a
clearer look at the variability in the measurements.
Measurement statistics for the cover plates are provided
from Cross Section 1 in Table 7.5 and Cross Section 2
in Table 7.6. The variability in remaining area, as indi-
cated by the standard deviation, was largest at Cover
Plate B in Cross Section 2 where the smallest estimate
of the remaining area of this member was 4.9 in2 and
the largest estimate was 6.27 in2. The average of the
measurements was 5.4 in2 and the standard deviation
was 0.61 in2. This cross section was difficult to inspect
because it was beneath the batten plate near Joint L2
and this plate had experienced complete section loss
near the top edge as shown in Figure 7.9. Conver-
sely, the variability in remaining area was smallest at
Cover Plate A in Cross Section 2. The remaining area
estimates ranged from 5.3 in2 to 5.75 in2 with a mean of
0.5 in2 and a standard deviation of 0.15 in2. Although
this plate was also obscured by the batten plate, it
was in relatively good condition and inspectors were
able to provide a reasonable estimate of the remain-
ing thickness without performing a careful visual
inspection.



TABLE 7.4
Summary of Task 2 results

Inspector 1 Inspector 2 Inspector 3 Inspector 4 Inspector 5 Reference

Cross Section 1 (in2)

Cross Section 2 (in2)

Duration (min.)

33.42

34.25

29

34.34

34.92

31

34.62

34.58

5

35.66

35.70

19

35.12

33.96

13

33.27

33.63

N/A

Figure 7.8 Measured area versus reference area for both cross sections.

TABLE 7.5
Measurement statistics for the cover plates at Cross Section 1

Inspector 1 Inspector 2 Inspector 3 Inspector 4 Inspector 5 Reference

Calculated Area, in2

(Plate A/Plate B)

Min. Thickness

Measurement, in

(Plate A/Plate B)

Number of Measurements

(Plate A/Plate B)

5.11/4.92

0.04/0.13

16/16

5.1/5.29

0.16/0.265

6/6

5.19/5.36

0.207/0.329

6/6

5.63/5.63

0.375/0.375

1/1

5.58/5.81

0.378/0.394

1/1

4.99/5.27

0.116/0.26

31/32

TABLE 7.6
Measurements statistics for the cover plates at Cross Section 2

Inspector 1 Inspector 2 Inspector 3 Inspector 4 Inspector 5 Reference

Calculated Area, in2 5.36/4.9 5.3/5.4 5.52/4.73 5.63/5.63 5.65/6.27 5.24/4.9

(Plate A/Plate B)

Min. Thickness Measurement, 0.31/0.16 0.305/0.275 0.329/0 0.375/0.375 0.383/0.425 0.298/0

in. (Plate A/Plate B)

Number of Measurements 16/16 6/5 6/6 1/1 1/1 31/31

(Plate A/Plate B)
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Figure 7.9 Cover plate condition at Cross Section 2.

TABLE 7.7
*Percent area for cover plates area

Inspector 1 Inspector 2 Inspector 3 Inspector 4 Inspector 5

Cover Plate A, Cross Section 1 (%)

Cover Plate B, Cross Section 1 (%)

Cover Plate A, Cross Section 2 (%)

Cover Plate B, Cross Section 2 (%)

Average Absolute Error (%)

2.4

-6.6

2.3

0.1

2.8

2.3

0.3

1.1

10.2

3.5

4.0

1.7

5.2

-3.5

3.6

12.8

6.8

7.3

14.8

10.4

11.8

10.3

7.8

28.0

14.5

*Errors exceeding 5% shown in red.
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Table 7.7 shows the percent error for each inspector
considering only the cover plates. As expected, the area
calculated from the inspectors’ measurements approach
the reference area as the number of measurements
increase. In general, Inspectors 1, 2, and 3 provided
sufficient thickness measurements such that the remain-
ing area could be calculated within 5% of the reference
value while Inspectors 4 and 5 did not provide such
information. Of note, only one of the five inspectors
recorded the depth of the cover plates, 14-3/4 inches,
on the inspection forms. Although the construction
plans call for 15 6 3/8-inch web plates, the measured
depth of these plates in their current condition is
between 14-3/4 and 14-7/8 inches. If no depth dimen-
sion was recorded, the plan dimension was used to
calculate the remaining area.

Table 7.8 through Table 7.12 present the descriptive
statistics for the member areas estimated from the
inspectors’ measurements. These tables include the
reference area, along with the average area estimated
from the sample, standard deviation from the sample,
coefficient of variation (COV) from the sample, the
minimum and maximum estimated areas, and the

number of inspectors that provided thickness measure-
ments (n). In all but one instance, the average area from
the sample exceeds the reference area.

A one-sample t-test was used to determine if the
average areas estimated from the inspectors’ measure-
ments were statistically different from the reference
areas. The t-test was used to test the null hypothesis
that the sample mean is equal to the reference value.
The results of this test are summarized in Table 7.13.
‘‘Fail’’ indicates that the null hypothesis can be rejected,
meaning that the average area determined based on
the inspection results is different from the reference
area calculated based on the measurements from the
research team at the 5% significance level. ‘‘Pass’’
indicates that the null hypothesis could not be rejected
and the average area determined based on the inspec-
tion results is not different from the reference area
at the 5% significance level. Based on the results from
this test, this population of inspectors incorrectly esti-
mated the area of the cover plate at two locations and
the area of the channel at one location. Additionally,
this population of inspectors incorrectly estimated the
area of the chord at both locations.



TABLE 7.8
Descriptive statistics for Member A at Cross Section 1

Cover Plate Channel Web Channel Top Flange Channel Bottom Flange Total Channel Total Member

Reference Area (in2) 4.99 7.70 1.83 1.81 11.33 16.32

Average Area (in2) 5.32 8.07 1.91 1.94 11.93 17.25

Standard Deviation 0.26 0.22 0.13 0.07 0.16 0.38

of Area (in2)

COV 0.05 0.03 0.07 0.04 0.01 0.02

Minimum Area (in2) 5.10 7.86 1.70 1.83 11.80 16.90

Maximum Area (in2) 5.63 8.33 2.03 2.03 12.20 17.83

n 5 5 5 5 5 5

TABLE 7.9
Descriptive statistics for Member B at Cross Section 1

Cover Plate Channel Web Channel Top Flange Channel Bottom Flange Total Channel Total Member

Reference Area (in2) 5.27 8.01 1.83 1.83 11.68 16.94

Average Area (in2) 5.40 8.10 1.95 1.93 11.98 17.38

Standard Deviation

of Area (in2)

0.34 0.24 0.06 0.09 0.25 0.52

COV 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.03

Minimum Area (in2) 4.92 7.69 1.87 1.79 11.59 16.51

Maximum Area (in2) 5.81 8.30 2.03 2.03 12.20 17.83

n 5 5 5 5 5 5

TABLE 7.10
Descriptive statistics for Member A at Cross Section 2

Cover Plate Channel Web Channel Top Flange Channel Bottom Flange Total Channel Total Member

Reference Area (in2) 5.24 8.09 1.85 1.84 11.78 17.02

Average Area (in2) 5.49 8.20 1.85 1.85 11.90 17.39

Standard Deviation

of Area (in2)

0.15 0.11 0.26 0.27 0.48 0.44

COV 0.03 0.01 0.14 0.14 0.04 0.03

Minimum Area (in2) 5.30 8.07 1.38 1.37 11.07 16.72

Maximum Area (in2) 5.65 8.31 2.03 2.03 12.21 17.84

n 5 5 5 5 5 5

TABLE 7.11
Descriptive statistics for Member B at Cross Section 2

Cover Plate Channel Web Channel Top Flange Channel Bottom Flange Total Channel Total Member

Reference Area (in2) 4.90 8.05 1.83 1.83 11.71 16.61

Average Area (in2) 5.38 8.25 1.81 1.84 11.91 17.29

Standard Deviation

of Area (in2)

0.61 0.12 0.35 0.25 0.53 0.42

COV 0.11 0.01 0.19 0.14 0.04 0.02

Minimum Area (in2) 4.73 8.12 1.19 1.39 10.98 16.88

Maximum Area (in2) 6.27 8.40 2.03 1.96 12.24 17.86

n 5 5 5 5 5 5
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7.1.3.3 Task 3. In Task 3, the inspectors were asked
to indicate the critical section for measuring section loss
within the region of the chord shown in Figure 7.10.
The inspectors were not required to report any thick-
ness measurements at this location, although they could
take measurements to identify the section. A summary
of the results for this task is shown in Table 7.14.

The duration of this task ranged from 2 minutes to
11 minutes. All of the inspectors used an ultrasonic
thickness gauge and a measuring device (folding ruler
or tape measure) to complete this task. One inspector
used a broom during this task.

Each inspector identified a different section as the
critical section, as shown in Figure 7.11. One inspector



explained that they picked the section that they did
because the rivets appeared to be stretched and there
was a gouge in the web of the channel at the same
location. Another inspector selected the critical section
based on the amount of distortion at the top of the
cover plate. A third inspector asserted that there was
not much difference in thickness through the identified
region, so they selected the center because it would be
the worst case for buckling (note the inspector was told
to assume that this was a fracture critical bottom chord,
implying that it is a tension member). The proctor
observed that the majority of the inspectors only
considered the distortion and thickness loss near the
top of the cover plate. However, since this is fairly

consistent through the region, it was not a particularly
effective or efficient way to identify the section with the
most section loss. Nevertheless, the inspectors should
have considered the thickness along the bottom of the
cover plates as this varied between 0.28 inches and
0.375 inches. Since greater distortion generally indicates
more section loss, this could have been identified with-
out taking thickness measurements. The research team
determined the critical section to be located 25 inches
from Batten Plate D similar to the section identified by
Inspector 2.

It is interesting to note that although this task was
limited to 28 inches of the chord, the results do not
reflect increasing agreement among the inspectors as
compared to Task 1. In both tasks, three inspectors
identified critical sections within a 10-inch region. This
suggests that inspectors applied the same general reason-
ing to identify the critical region of the specimen, but
their precise reasoning, used to identify the exact loca-
tion, differed. For instance, in Task 1, the inspectors
identified the critical region based mainly on the degree
of section loss and/or distortion along the top edge of
the web plates. However, in Task 3, the distortion and
section loss was relatively uniform, and so this reasoning
was less effective. Instead, inspectors applied additional
considerations, such as the likely failure mechanism or
condition of the rivets and channel member, to identify
the exact location of the critical section.

TABLE 7.12
Descriptive statistics for the truss chord member

Cross Section 1 Cross Section 2

Reference Area (in2) 33.27 33.63

Average Area (in2) 34.63 34.68

Standard Deviation 0.84 0.67

of Area (in2)

COV 0.02 0.02

Minimum Area (in2) 33.42 33.96

Maximum Area (in2) 35.66 35.70

n 5 5

TABLE 7.13
T-test results at 5% significance level for average estimated areas by component

Location Cover Plate Channel Web Channel Top Flange Channel Bottom Flange Total Channel Total Member

Cross Section 1

Member A

Member B

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Pass

Fail

Fail

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Cross Section 2

Member A

Member B

Fail

Pass

Pass

Fail

Pass

Pass

Fail

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Fail
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Figure 7.10 Limits of inspection for Task 3 (between Batten Plates C and D).



TABLE 7.14
Summary of Task 3 results

Inspector 1 Inspector 2 Inspector 3 Inspector 4 Inspector 5

Location of Critical Section (in inches 15 27 9 6 18.5

measured from Batten Plate C)

Duration (min.) 10 11 3 6 2

Figure 7.11 Critical section locations identified in Task 3.
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7.1.4 Summary and Recommendations

Five inspectors from diverse backgrounds were
invited to perform a hands-on inspection of a portion
of Specimen 1 to investigate the variability in thickness
measurements recorded during inspections of corroded
steel bridge members. Inspectors were directed to use
typical inspection procedures to evaluate the condition
of the chord and provide the necessary thickness
measurements to support a load rating calculation.
The variability was evaluated by comparing the
inspector measurements to each other and to the
reference measurements determined by the RT. In
Task 1, three of the five inspectors determined that the
critical section was located within a 10-inch region of
the specimen. This level of agreement indicates some
consistency in the methods used by inspectors to
identify where the most section loss has occurred along
a bridge member. In Task 2, inspectors provided
thickness measurements at two pre-determined loca-
tions. All five of the inspectors provided thickness
measurements that overestimated the remaining mem-
ber area and two of the inspectors did not record a
sufficient number of measurements to provide a
reasonably accurate estimate of the area (less than 5%
error). In Task 3, all five inspectors identified a different
critical section within the region of interest. Although
this task was limited to 28 inches of the chord, the
results do not reflect increasing agreement among the
inspectors as compared to Task 1. In both tasks, three
inspectors identified critical sections within a 10-inch
region. Overall, the level of detail in the findings
recorded by some of the inspectors suggests a general

uncertainty about what information is needed from the
field to support a load rating analysis. This uncertainty
may result in the need for follow-up inspections to
gather the necessary information. The following recom-
mendations to improve the consistency and quality of
visual inspections of corroded steel bridge members
were developed based on the results from this round-
robin:

N Inspectors should receive training specific to corrosion

inspection and evaluation. Instructions on how to
properly calibrate and use an ultrasonic thickness gauge
should be provided. Inspectors need improved instruc-
tions on what information is required by load rating

engineers, and how these requirements vary based on
bridge and member type. Illinois DOT has developed a
clear and concise training that includes much of this

information and is available online here: http://www.
idot. i l l inois .gov/doing-business/procurements/
engineering-architectural-professional-services/
Consultants-Resources/bridge-management-and-

inspections.

N Thickness measurement of members with moderate

deterioration should be taken at intervals not to exceed
3 inches. Additional thickness measurements will be
needed for critical members or members with more
severe deterioration. Inspectors should clearly record the

location of each measurement or the distance between
measurements on their inspection forms.

N Inspectors should record dimensional measurements or
all members to verify construction plans. Nominal (no
deterioration) thickness measurements should also be

recorded for reference.

N Before recording thickness measurements, inspectors

should visually inspect the full length of the member.

http://www.idot.illinois.gov/doing-business/procurements/engineering-architectural-professional-services/Consultants-Resources/bridge-management-and-inspections
http://www.idot.illinois.gov/doing-business/procurements/engineering-architectural-professional-services/Consultants-Resources/bridge-management-and-inspections
http://www.idot.illinois.gov/doing-business/procurements/engineering-architectural-professional-services/Consultants-Resources/bridge-management-and-inspections
http://www.idot.illinois.gov/doing-business/procurements/engineering-architectural-professional-services/Consultants-Resources/bridge-management-and-inspections
http://www.idot.illinois.gov/doing-business/procurements/engineering-architectural-professional-services/Consultants-Resources/bridge-management-and-inspections


The inspector should use typical inspection tools,
including a flashlight, to perform this inspection. After
this general inspection, they should focus on areas that
are prone to corrosion and pack rust or are showing the
most signs of deterioration.

7.2 Load Rating Round-Robin

A small pool of load rating engineers was invited to
load rate Specimen 1 between, but not including, the
two gusset plates. This is the same portion of the chord
that was used in the inspection round-robin. A bench-
mark set of inspection data was established by the RT
and provided to each of the load raters ensuring that
each engineer was working from the same information.
The load raters were asked to determine the inventory
level load rating factor for the Strength I limit state and
the remaining fatigue life based on the information
provided. The load raters’ calculations were compared
to the theoretical load rating derived by the RT and to
each other to evaluate the variability in interpreting
inspection findings and applying code requirements.

7.2.1 Load Rater Demographics

Four engineers (three males and one female)
participated in this study. Two of the load raters were
from federal agencies, one was from a state department
of transportation, and one worked for a private engi-
neering firm. The inspectors ranged in age from 29 to
56 and their load rating experience varied from 0 years
to 10 years. All four load raters were professional
engineers with post-secondary degrees in civil engineer-
ing. Three of the four load raters had completed the
FHWA/NHI 4-day course Fundamentals of LRFR and
Applications of LRFR for Bridge Superstructures. The
engineers had performed between 0 and 50 load ratings
during the 12 months prior to their participation in the
study and the percentage of work time spent perform-
ing load ratings ranged from 0% to 90%. Three of the
four load raters had previously load rated a steel truss
bridge, although for one of the participants, this was
the only bridge that they had ever load rated. In addi-
tion to load rating experience, two of the load raters
also had inspection experience and/or experience desig-
ning steel bridges for new construction. Load rater
characteristics are summarized in Table 7.15.

7.2.2 Load Rating Scenario

The load ratings were completed at the participants’
convenience between June 2018 and August 2018. The
load raters were provided with the same load rating
procedure, inspection report, construction plans, exit
form, and results worksheet via e-mail. These docu-
ments are provided in Appendix D. After completing
the load rating, the load rater was asked to complete
a written exit survey to gather information on their
education, experience, training, etc. The engineers were
also asked to record and report the amount of time they
spent on the evaluation. The load rating report, cal-
culations, and exit form were returned to the RT via
e-mail.

The evaluation was divided into two separate tasks
that could be completed in any order. In Task 1, the
load raters were asked to calculate the inventory level
load rating factor for the Strength I limit state in the as-
built (undamaged) condition and the as-inspected
(damaged) condition. In Task 2, the load raters were
asked to calculate the remaining fatigue life in the as-
inspected condition. The load rating procedures speci-
fied that the load rating was to be completed using the
load and resistance factor rating method in accordance
with the second edition of the AASHTO Manual for
Bridge Evaluation (MBE), including the 2016 interim
revisions. The load raters were allowed to use any other
references or computer software available to them.

A partially completed load rating summary report
was provided so that all inspectors would record their
final results in a consistent manner. Inspectors were
asked to show all work necessary to support these
results, however standardized forms for the calculations
were not provided by the RT.

The background information provided to the parti-
cipants consisted of a mock bridge inspection report
and relevant sheets from the construction plans.
The inspection report was populated by the RT with
information from the National Bridge Inventory and
the inspection findings from Inspectors 1 and 2 in the
inspection round-robin. This report included detailed
measurements of metalwork losses at three locations
along the chord.

In addition to the construction plans and the
inspection report, the following information about the
structure was given to the load raters:

TABLE 7.15
Load rater characteristics

Load Rater 1 Load Rater 2 Load Rater 3 Load Rater 4

Load Rating Date

Age

Employment Sector

Years of Load Rating Experience

Professional Licensure

Education

27-Jun-18

40

Federal Agency

0

PE (Civil)

PhD (Civil Engineering)

15-Jul-18

42

Federal Agency

10

PE (Civil)

MS (Civil Engineering)

18-Jul-18

56

State Agency

8

PE (Civil)

BS (Civil Engineering)

11-Aug-18

29

Private Consultant

4

PE (Civil)

MS (Civil Engineering)
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N the bridge was constructed in 1941 in the upper Midwest

region of the United States;

N the member under evaluation is the bottom truss chord
in Span 16 between joints L2 and L4;

N the member is fracture critical;

N PDC 5 335 kips, PDW 5 0 kips, PLL+IM 5 322 kips
(design truck with lane load);

N PLL+IM 5 134 kips (fatigue truck);

N these loads are unfactored. They include the distribution
factor and dynamic load allowance;

N (ADTT)SL 5 1500 and it is assumed that (ADTT)SL is

constant through the life of the bridge.

The loads were determined by the RT using a 2D
SAP2000 model of Span 16, as shown in Figure 7.12.
The total dead load was calculated from the construc-
tion plans and applied at the top chord joints. The
predicted dead load in member L2L4 was 320 kips. This
compared well with the design dead load of 335 kips
specified on the construction plans. For consistency, the
design dead load was used in this exercise. Influence
lines were used to determine the live load effects on
member L2L4. The predicted Strength I and Fatigue
live loads for HL-93 loading were 322 kips and 104
kips, respectively. The fatigue live load was artificially
increased to 134 kips for this exercise to produce a finite
fatigue life. To validate the model, the live load effects
from the H-20 loading were determined in accordance
with the 1931 AASHO Standard Specifications since
this was the governing specification at the time of
design (Kulicki & Mertz, 2006). The predicted live load
was 150.7 kips and the predicted impact load was
30.1 kips. These values are nearly identical to the design
live loads of 150.3 kips and the design impact load of

29.7 kips specified on the construction plans. Complete
calculations are provided in Appendix D.

7.2.3 Load Rating Results

The reference load rating was developed by the RT in
accordance with the second edition of the MBE and the
seventh edition of the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design
Specifications (LRFD BDS). All four participants also
used the MBE and the LRFD BDS to complete this
load rating. One load rater used the third edition of the
MBE instead of the second edition. Additionally, one
load rater also referenced a state specific load rating
manual and class notes. Three of the load raters used
Microsoft Excel to complete the load rating and one
used PTC Mathcad.

The load raters were asked to self-report the amount
of time they spent on this evaluation. Three of the
participants reported that it took them 8 hours or less
to complete the evaluation. One load rater reported
that the load rating took 50 hours. This load rater also
reported that they used SAP2000 to verify the loads
provided by the RT. Therefore, it is likely that the load
rating portion of the exercise required only a small
percentage of the total reported time, although this is
not known for sure.

7.2.3.1 Material Strength Assumptions. The load
raters were required to make an assumption regarding
the material strength (yield and ultimate) of the truss
chord members. The material type was not specified on
the construction plans and the engineers were not pro-
vided with the results from the material tests performed

Figure 7.12 2D SAP model of Span 16.
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by the RT. It was expected that the load raters would
use the year of construction to determine the minimum
mechanical properties of the steel. This information is
available from a variety of sources including the MBE,
the AISC Rehabilitation and Retrofit Guide, and with-
drawn ASTM specifications. The RT assumed a yield
strength of 33 ksi and an ultimate strength of 66 ksi
based on Table 6A.6.2.1-1 in the MBE for construction
between 1936 and 1963.

The material strengths assumed by the load raters are
summarized in Table 7.16. All of the participants
assumed a yield strength of 33 ksi, while the assumed
ultimate strength varied between 52 ksi and 66 ksi. Only
two of the load raters provided a reference to support
their assumption with one citing the MBE and the
other citing the 1939 version of ASTM A7. Of note, the
engineer that referenced the MBE assumed an ultimate
strength of 52 ksi, which corresponds to construction
before 1905.

7.2.3.2 Gross and Net Section Calculations. Before
calculating the load rating factors and the remaining
fatigue life, the load raters needed to determine the
gross section and net section areas of the truss chord. In
the as-built condition, this is relatively straightforward
and can be calculated from the construction plans and
handbook properties. In the as-inspected condition, the
load raters were required to consider the inspection
findings provided in the inspection report to determine
the appropriate section areas.

The gross and net section areas in the as-built condi-
tion are summarized in Table 7.17. Estimates for the gross
section area varied from 34.7 in2 to 118.3 in2 and estimates
of the net section area varied from 27.3 in2 to 33.2 in2. The
reference values were 34.7 in2 and 29.0 in2 for the gross
section area and the net section area, respectively.

There is reasonable agreement among the areas
calculated by the load raters, with the exception of the
gross section area reported by Load Rater 2. The gross
section area determined by Load Rater 2 is more than
three times the reference value, but since Load Rater 2
did not provide any calculations to support this value,
the cause of the discrepancy could not be identified.

The following list summarizes some of the other sources
of variability in these values. No distinction is made
between assumptions or inaccuracies that yield a con-
servative estimate of member area and those that lead
to an unconservative estimate.

N Channel Area. Two load raters used an area of 11.8 in2

for the C15640 channel. This is the value given in
current steel handbooks, but is slightly larger than the
value given in steel handbooks at the time of construc-
tion. The other load raters and the RT used an area of
11.7 in2 as specified in the third edition of the AISC Steel
Construction Manual, originally released in 1937.

N Number of holes in the net section. The number of rivet
holes through the cross section varies along member
L2L4. The majority of the member includes four rivets
connecting the cover plates to the channel webs. At the
batten plates, there are an additional four rivets
connecting the batten plates to the channel flanges.
Near the joints, there is a section with six holes through
the webs, but the partially developed 1/2-inch splice
plates compensate for the two additional holes. Two-load
raters assumed six holes through the web and four holes
through the flange when calculating the net section area,
but they did not include the developed portion of the
splice plate. One load rater assumed a single hole through
each web and no holes through the flange. The final load
rater and the RT calculated the net section based on eight
holes through the cross section (four holes through the
flanges and four holes through the webs).

N Rivet and rivet hole diameter. The construction plans
specify a 7/8-inch diameter rivet for connections in the
main truss members. Still, one load rater assumed the
rivet diameter was 3/4 inch. Two load raters and the RT
assumed the hole diameter was 1/16 inch greater than the
rivet diameter. One load rater assumed the hole diameter
matched the rivet diameter and another load rater assu-
med that the hole diameter was 1/8 inch greater than the
rivet diameter.

The gross and net section areas in the as-inspected
condition are summarized in Table 7.18. Estimates for
the gross section area varied from 31.2 in2 to 114.9 in2

and estimates of the net section area varied from 25.3
in2 to 28.7 in2. The reference values were 32.5 in2 and
27.9 in2 for the gross section area and the net section
area, respectively.

TABLE 7.16
Summary of assumed material strengths

Load Rater 1 Load Rater 2 Load Rater 3 Load Rater 4 Reference

Assumed Yield Strength (ksi)

Assumed Tensile Strength (ksi)

Reference Cited

33

60

ASTM 7-39

33

66

Not Given

33

60

Not Given

33

52

MBE Table 6A.6.2.1-1

33

66

MBE Table 6A.6.2.1-1

TABLE 7.17
Summary of as-built gross and net section area estimates

Load Rater 1 Load Rater 2 Load Rater 3 Load Rater 4 Reference

Gross Section Area (in2) 34.7 118.3 34.9 35.3 34.7

Net Section Area (in2) 28.8 28.7 33.2 27.3 29.0
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TABLE 7.18
Summary of as-inspected gross and net section area estimates

Load Rater 1 Load Rater 2 Load Rater 3 Load Rater 4 Reference

Gross Section Area (in2)

Governing Cross Section Use to

Determine Gross Section Area

Net Section Area (in2)

Governing Cross Section Use to

Determine Net Section Area

32.9

Cross Section 1

27.3

Cross Section 1

114.9

Cross Section 1

25.3

Cross Section 1

31.2

Cross Section 1

Not Specified

Not Specified

32.3

Cross Section 1

28.7

Cross Section 1

32.5

Cross Section 1

27.9

Cross Section 3
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Again, there is reasonable agreement among the
values determined by the load raters, with the exception
of the gross section area determined by Load Rater 2.
The error in the as-built calculation was carried
forward as the losses reported at Cross Section 1 were
simply subtracted from the as-built area. All four
engineers used Cross Section 1 as the governing cross
section, and two of the load raters provided calcula-
tions at all three locations to support this. The
following list summarizes some of the other sources of
variability in these values. No distinction is made
between assumptions or inaccuracies that yield a
conservative estimate of area and those that lead to
an unconservative estimate.

N Material losses in the cover plate. The load raters
employed different methods to account for the material

loss and distortion in the cover plates. One load rater
used the average of the thickness measurements to
determine the remaining area, and two load raters used
a weighted average of the thickness measurements. The
final load rater assumed total section loss in regions
where the cover plates had been deformed by pack rust.
At Cross Section 1, this included the top and bottom

3 inches of Web Plate A and the top 3 inches of Web
Plate B. This load rater did not account for the losses in
other portions of the plates. The RT used the approach
discussed in Section 7.1.3 to determine the remaining
area of the cover plates.

N Material losses in the channel. The inspection report
included thickness measurements for Channel B at Cross
Section 1. In all other locations, no losses were reported.
One load rater used the average of the thickness
measurements to determine the remaining area of this

channel, and one load rater used a weighted average of
the thickness measurements. The other two load raters
ignored the losses in the channel at Cross Section 1.
The RT accounted for the losses in this channel similar to
the cover plates, although the losses in this member were
very small and likely within the mill tolerances for the
rolled shape.

N Number of holes in the net section. Although all three-
load raters that estimated the net section area in the as-
inspected condition assumed that Cross Section 1 was the

governing cross section, each assumed a different number
of holes through the cross section. Load Rater 1 assumed
eight holes (4 flange, 4 web), Load Rater 2 assumed ten
holes (6 flange, 4 web), and Load Rater 3 assumed four
holes (0 flange, 4 web). The RT calculated the net section
area at Cross Sections 1 and 2 with four holes through
the cross-section (0 flange, 4 web), while the net section

area at Cross Section 3 was calculated with eight holes

through the cross-section (4 flange, 4 web). The RT

determined that smallest gross section occurred at Cross

Section 1 and the smallest net section occurred at Cross

Section 3.

N Rivet and rivet hole diameter. As discussed above.

7.2.3.3 Task 1. In Task 1, the load raters were asked
to record the member capacity and inventory load
rating factor for the Strength I limit state in the as-built
and as-inspected conditions. Using their previous
assumptions about material strength and the calcu-
lated gross and net section areas, the load raters were
able to determine the member’s resistance to yielding
and fracture. All of the load raters used the equations
given in Section 6.8.2.1 of the LRFD BDS to determine
the tensile capacity of the member and the Equation
6A.4.2.1-1 from the MBE to calculate the load rating
factor. The member capacity and rating factor results
are summarized in Table 7.19 and Table 7.20 for the
as-built and as-inspected conditions, respectively.

In the as-built condition, estimates for member capa-
city ranged from 923 kips to 1363 kips and estimates
for the load rating factor varied from 0.9 to 1.68. The
reference capacity was 978 kips and the corresponding
rating factor was 0.99. Three of the four load raters
determined that the capacity was governed by yielding
on the gross section. Load Rater 2, who reported the
greatest member capacity and highest rating factor,
determined that fracture on the net section was the
governing limit state. This was due to the previously
discussed overestimation in the gross section area.

In the as-inspected condition, estimates for member
capacity ranged from 732 kips to 1022 kips and esti-
mates for the rating factor varied from 0.56 to 1.07. The
reference capacity was 866 kips and the corresponding
rating factor was 0.79. Three of the four load raters
determined that the capacity was governed by yielding
on the gross section. Again, there is reasonable agree-
ment among the values determined by the load raters,
with the exception Load Rater 2.

In addition to variability caused by the material
strength and area estimates discussed above, the follow-
ing list summarizes some of the other sources of varia-
bility in these values. No distinction is made between
assumptions or inaccuracies that yield a conservative
estimate of member capacity or rating factor and those
that lead to an unconservative estimate.



N

TABLE 7.19
Summary of Task 1 results (as-built condition)

Load Rater 1 Load Rater 2 Load Rater 3 Load Rater 4 Reference

Governing Limit State

Member Capacity (kips)

Inventory Rating Factor

Yielding on the

gross section

923

0.9

Fracture on the

net section

1363

1.68

Yielding on the

gross section

929

0.9

Yielding on the

gross section

996

1.02

Yielding on the

gross section

978

0.99

TABLE 7.20
Summary of Task 2 results (as-inspected condition)

Load Rater 1 Load Rater 2 Load Rater 3 Load Rater 4 Reference

Governing Limit State Yielding on the

gross section

Fracture on the

net section

Yielding on the

gross section

Yielding on the

gross section

Yielding on the

gross section

Member Capacity (kips) 877 1022 831 732 866

Inventory Rating Factor 0.81 1.07 0.73 0.56 0.79
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Assumed value for RP. The equation for tensile resistance
to fracture on the net section (LRFD BDS Eq. 6.8.2.1-2)
includes a hole reduction factor, RP, to account for
reduced fracture resistance in the vicinity of holes that
were punched full size. Two of the load raters assumed
Rp was equal to 0.9, as specified for holes punched full
size. One inspector assumed that Rp was equal to 1.0, as
specified for holes that are drilled full size or sub-
punched and reamed. One inspector did not include this
factor in the equation and so a value of 1.0 was used by
default. The RT assumed that Rp was equal to 1.0 based
on a construction plan note which reads, ‘‘General
reaming will be required as per M.H.D [Minnesota
Highway Department] Specifications 2407 3E5a.’’

N Assumed values for jC and jS. The equation for member
capacity in the strength limit state (MBE Eq. 6A.4.2.1-2)
includes a condition state factor, jC, and a system factor,
jS. These factors are applied along with the strength
resistance factor from the LRFD BDS to the nominal
member capacity. The condition factor takes a value
between 0.85 and 1.0 and is intended to account for the
increased uncertainty in the capacity of deteriorated
members and the high likelihood of additional deteriora-
tion before the next inspection. The system factor also
takes a value between 0.85 and 1.0 and is intended to
account for reduced redundancy in specific superstruc-
ture types. Additionally, the MBE stipulates that the
product of the condition factor and the system factor
(jC 6 jS) need not be taken as less than 0.85 (MBE
Eq. 6A.4.2.1-3). The reference member capacity in the
as-built condition was based on a condition factor of
1.0, specified for members in for good condition, and a
system factor of 0.9, specified for riveted members in
two-girder/truss/arch bridges. The reference member
capacity in the as-inspected condition was based on a
condition factor of 0.85, specified for members in poor
condition, and a system factor of 0.9. Since the product
of 0.85 and 0.9 is 0.77, a factor of 0.85 was instead
applied to the design capacity in the as-inspected
condition. The values assumed by the load raters for
the factors are shown in Table 7.21. The only factor that
the load raters were in complete agreement on was the
condition factor in the as-inspected condition. For all the

other factors, at least two different values were used by

the load raters. Additionally, two load raters did not

apply the lower limit to the product of the condition and

system factors even though it was warranted.

7.2.3.4 Task 2. In Task 2, the load raters were asked
to record the governing fatigue category, the effective
stress range, and the remaining fatigue life of the
member. This evaluation was only performed for the
as-inspected condition. The results for this task are
summarized in Table 7.22.

Estimates for the effective stress range varied from
2.9 ksi to 3.7 ksi and the reference value was 3.6 ksi.
One load rater assumed Category A as the governing
fatigue category, two load raters assumed Category C,
and one load rater assumed Category D. The RT
determined that Category D was the applicable fatigue
category. Finally, three of the four load raters deter-
mined that the member had infinite remaining fatigue
life, while one load rater determined that the remaining
fatigue life was just under 30 years. The RT calculated a
remaining fatigue life of 32 years.

While Fatigue Category A is not appropriate for this
member since it applies only to base metal with mini-
mum surface roughness, the distinction between Cate-
gory C and Category D is less clear. For design, the
LRFD BDS assigns base metal at the net section of
non-pretensioned mechanically fastened joints to Cate-
gory D (LRFD BDS Table 6.6.1.2.3-1). For evaluation,
the MBE allows riveted connections to be considered as
Category C details due to the internal redundancy of
built-up members (MBE Sections 7.2.1 and C7.2.1). In
the 2015 revisions to the second edition of the MBE,
AASHTO included an additional stipulation stating
that the increase in fatigue life is not warranted for
riveted members in ‘‘poor physical conditions, such as
with missing rivets or indications of punched holes’’
(MBE, Section 7.2.1). This forces the load rater to make



TABLE 7.21
Assumed condition and system factors

Load Rater 1 Load Rater 2 Load Rater 3 Load Rater 4 Reference

Condition Factor, As-Built 0.85 1 0.85 1 1

System Factor, As-Built 1 0.9 0.85 0.9 0.9

Condition Factor, As-Inspected 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85

System Factor, As-Inspected 1 0.9 0.85 0.85 0.9

Lower Limit, Applied? N/A No Yes No Yes

TABLE 7.22
Summary of Task 2 results

Load Rater 1 Load Rater 2 Load Rater 3 Load Rater 4 Reference

Governing Fatigue Category

Effective Stress Range (ksi)

Remaining Fatigue Life (years)

D

3.7

29.6

C

3.7

Infinite

A

2.9

Infinite

C

3.5

Infinite

3.6

32

D
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a judgement call between Category C and Category D
based on the condition of the member. Although the
MBE does not mention section loss or damage from
pack rust, the RT determined that the increase in fatigue
life was not appropriate for this member and assumed
Category D was the governing fatigue category.

In addition to variability caused by the material
strength and area estimates discussed above, the follow-
ing list summarizes some of the other sources of varia-
bility in these values. No distinction is made between
assumptions or inaccuracies that yield a conservative
estimate of remaining fatigue life and those that lead to
an unconservative estimate.

N Assumed value of RR. The equation for estimating total

fatigue life (MBE Eq. 7.2.5.1-1) includes a factor related

to the probability of fatigue crack initiation, RR. The

MBE includes four levels at which fatigue life can be

estimated: minimum, Evaluation 1, Evaluation 2, and

mean. The minimum expected fatigue life provides the

most conservative estimate while mean fatigue life yields

the statistically most likely fatigue life The Evaluation 1

and Evaluation 2 fatigue life estimates will fall between

the minimum and the mean fatigue life estimates. The

MBE provides only general guidance on selecting the

appropriate fatigue life for evaluation, leaving the

decision largely up to the engineer. In this study, Load

Rater 1 reported the minimum fatigue life. Load Rater 2

elected to estimate the mean fatigue life, although they

later determined the life to be infinite. The other two load

raters did not provide any indication of which finite

fatigue life level they would have used if they had found

the member to have finite life. The RT reported the

Evaluation 1 fatigue life. This corresponds to the

evaluation life used in previous editions of the MBE

and is the level recommended by MnDOT in the 2018

edition of the Bridge Load Rating and Evaluation

Manual.

N Application of Rp and Rs. The equation for effective stress

(MBE Eq. 7.2.2-1) includes a partial load factor, Rs and

a multiple presence factor, Rp. Additionally, the partial

load factor is included in the equation for maximum

stress range (MBE Section 7.2.4). These factors are

typically very close to 1.0, and so ignoring or misapplying

them has negligible or no effect on the results. A few

discrepancies in how these factors were applied were

noted by the RT while reviewing the load raters’

calculations and are noted here for completeness. One

inspector had a minor typo in the equation for Rp,

multiplying by the number of lanes instead of dividing.

One load rater included Rs in the calculation for

maximum stress range. One load rater assumed Rp was

equal to 1.0 and two load raters did not include Rp or Rs

in any of the stress range calculations. Since these factors

are approximately or exactly equal to 1.0, none of these

errors had a measurable effect on the results.

N Area used to determine live load stress range. One load

rater used the gross section area instead of the net section

area to determine live load stress range. The other three

load raters and the RT used the net section area to

determine live load stress range.

N Typographical errors and different interpretations of the

provided information. A number of other small errors or

misinterpretations of the provided information were

noted in the Task 2 calculations. There may have been

ambiguity in how the background information was

presented or conveyed to the participants, although there

was no common mistake among all the load raters

pointing to an obvious omission. In practice, these

calculations would be subject to review from a higher-

level official, and it is likely that these errors would have

been noticed and corrected. However, the fatigue life

analysis is less straightforward than the strength evalua-

tion, both in the process and communication, and so

minor mistakes are likely to occur more frequently. One

load rater used a fatigue truck load of 135 kips, instead

of 134 kips, and another reduced the given fatigue truck

load by the multiple presence factor for a single lane (1.2)

even though this factor had not been included in the load

provided by the RT. One load rater used the third edition

of the MBE, which has adopted the larger load factors

for the Fatigue I (0.8) and Fatigue II (1.75) limit states

from the eighth edition of the LRFD BDS. One load

rater used an area that did not match any of the previous

calculations to determine the live load stress range. This

area was similar to the net section areas in the as-built

and as-inspected conditions. Another inspector assumed



a traffic volume growth rate of 2%, even though the

load rating procedures stated that the load raters were

to assume a constant ADTT throughout the life of

the bridge. This resulted in an underestimation of the

number of cycles that had already been applied to

the structure and an overestimation of the remaining

fatigue life.

7.2.4 Summary and Recommendations

Four engineers were invited to load rate a portion of
Specimen 1 to investigate the variability in how
inspection reports are interpreted and code require-
ments are applied for corroded steel bridge members.
The load raters were provided with the same set of
procedures and background information to complete
their analysis. The variability in the results was
evaluated by comparing them to each other and to
the reference values calculated by the RT. In Task 1,
three of the four inspectors reported a load rating factor
within 10% of the reference value for the truss chord in
the as-built condition. In the as-inspected condition,
two of the load raters reported a rating factor within
10% of the reference value. In Task 2, three of the four
load raters reported an effective stress range within 5%

of the reference value for the truss chord in the as-
inspected condition. However, due to variability in
determining the governing fatigue category, only one of
these inspectors determined that the truss chord had a
finite fatigue life. The following recommendations to
improve the quality and consistency of load rating
evaluations of corroded steel bridge members were
developed based on the results from this round-robin:

N Load raters should receive instruction specific to

determining the gross section and net section areas in

the as-inspected condition. A single method should be

used by all load raters to ensure that results from one

load rater can be compared to the results from another.

This guidance should clearly state how the thickness

measurements are used to determine remaining area

(average, weighted average, etc.) and whether load raters

should assume that the thickness measurements may

apply anywhere along the member or at a specific

location. The method used to calculate member area

should inform how the inspectors’ collect and record

measurements in the field.

N Load raters should be required to clearly document and

cite all assumptions. If questions or discrepancies arise in

the future, this information will make it easier to validate

previous evaluation. Additionally, load raters should be

encouraged to include sketches to support the area

calculations. Sketches would be especially helpful in

identifying where the net section area was calculated.

N State DOT manuals should provide clear guidance on
issues not directly specified in the MBE, such as how to
determine the appropriate fatigue category for riveted
members or the recommended fatigue life evaluation
level.

N Load raters should have access to historical standards
and specifications, both federal and state specific, and
be encouraged to use these when load rating older
structures. Load raters should be encouraged to include
the relevant pages from the historic documents, including
the construction plans, in their calculation packages for
future reference.

N The fatigue life evaluation method presented in the MBE
is complicated. Small mistakes are common and so
fatigue life evaluations should be carefully reviewed by a
senior load rater. Load raters should be encouraged to
familiarize themselves with the theory behind the
equations and factors; simply ‘‘plugging and chugging’’
with the code equations may lead to mistakes.
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APPENDIX A – CHARPY V-NOTCH IMPACT TEST RESULTS 

  



CVN Test Data & Master Curve for the Channel Web: 

 

Table A.1 CVN test data results for the channel web 

Test Temperature (°F) Energy (ft-lbs) Kmat (ksi- ) 

Pf = 5% 

Kmat (ksi- ) 

Pf = 50% 

100 27 66 109 

100 27 

100 24 

70 16.5 54 87 

70 16.5 

70 14 

40 11 46 71 

40 11 

40 9 

40 11 

40 8.5 

40 11 

10 6.5 40 60 

10 6.5 

10 7.5 

10 5 

10 4 

10 4 

 

Inputs for Table A.1 Kmat Estimate: 

• Mean T27J = 28°C 

• T0 = 10°C  

• Tk = 25°C 

 

 



 

Figure A.1. Master Curve results for the channel web 
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CVN Test Data & Master Curve for the Cover Plate: 

 

Table A.2. CVN test data results for the cover plate 

Test Temperature (°F) *Energy (ft-lbs) Kmat (ksi- ) 

Pf = 5% 

Kmat (ksi- ) 

Pf = 50% 

100 26 73 122 

100 29.33 

100 26.67 

70 15.33 59 97 

70 16.67 

70 19.33 

70 20.67 

70 19.33 

70 18 

40 8.67 50 79 

40 13.33 

40 9.33 

40 9.33 

40 12.67 

40 10.67 

10 5.33 43 66 

10 6 

10 6.67 

* Equivalent standard size CVN impact energy, including geometric and temperature adjustments 

 

Inputs for Table A.2 Kmat Estimate: 

• Mean T27J = 24°C 

• T0 = 6°C  

• Tk = 25°C 

 

 



 

Figure A.2. Master Curve results for the cover plate 
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APPENDIX B – TABULATED RESULTS FOR PARAMETRIC STUDY 

  



Table B.1 Moment ratio results for continuous stay-plated two-channel members 

Model 

ID 

Failure 

Location 

No. SP x 

(CD/CS) 

FEA Moment @ 

Adjacent Stay 

Plate (kip-in) 

FEA Moment @ 

Midpoint of 

Adjacent Stay 

Plates (kip-in) 

P·e      

(kip-in) 

Ratio @ 

Stay Plate 

Ratio @ 

Midpoint 

C-SP1 Mid-Panel 5.45 58.0 48.3 2062.5 0.03 0.02 

C-SP2 Mid-Panel 5.45 48.5 59.6 2062.5 0.02 0.03 

C-SP3 Gusset 5.45 114.5 126.5 2062.5 0.06 0.06 

C-SP4 Mid-Panel 5.45 52.3 38.2 2062.5 0.03 0.02 

C-SP5 Mid-Panel 5.45 56.5 41.9 2062.5 0.03 0.02 

C-SP6 Mid-Panel 5.45 77.0 74.3 2062.5 0.04 0.04 

C-SP7 Mid-Panel 5.45 80.9 78.1 2062.5 0.04 0.04 

C-SP8 Gusset 5.45 78.4 16.5 2062.5 0.04 0.01 

C-SP9 Mid-Panel 3.64 34.3 8.6 2062.5 0.02 0.00 

C-SP10 Mid-Panel 3.64 47.7 17.8 2062.5 0.02 0.01 

C-SP11 Gusset 3.64 188.9 72.5 2062.5 0.09 0.04 

C-SP12 Mid-Panel 9.09 117.1 115.1 2062.5 0.06 0.06 

C-SP13 Mid-Panel 9.09 122.9 121.7 2062.5 0.06 0.06 

C-SP14 Gusset 9.09 73.9 27.2 2062.5 0.04 0.01 

C-SP15 Mid-Panel 5.45 66.2 17.4 2062.5 0.03 0.01 

C-SP16 Mid-Panel 5.45 66.9 17.7 2062.5 0.03 0.01 

C-SP17 Gusset 5.45 117.9 0.9 2062.5 0.06 0.00 

C-SP18 Mid-Panel 16.67 168.2 166.6 1125.0 0.15 0.15 

C-SP19 Mid-Panel 16.67 179.7 178.2 1125.0 0.16 0.16 

C-SP20 Gusset 16.67 157.7 106.6 1125.0 0.14 0.09 

C-SP21 Mid-Panel 4.76 63.8 63.1 3937.5 0.02 0.02 

C-SP22 Gusset 4.76 81.5 69.1 3937.5 0.02 0.02 

C-SP23 Mid-Panel 4.76 63.7 62.9 3937.5 0.02 0.02 

C-SP24 Mid-Panel 6.67 54.5 20.9 1125.0 0.05 0.02 

C-SP25 Gusset 6.67 102.2 3.5 1125.0 0.09 0.00 

C-SP26 Mid-Panel 1.90 26.7 36.3 3937.5 0.01 0.01 

C-SP27 Mid-Panel 1.90 94.7 17.4 3937.5 0.02 0.00 

C-SP28 Mid-Panel 7.85 34.1 27.6 412.1 0.08 0.07 

C-SP29 Mid-Panel 11.77 30.7 4.0 412.1 0.07 0.01 

C-SP30 Mid-Panel 23.12 27.0 9.3 209.9 0.13 0.04 

C-SP31 Mid-Panel 5.94 18.6 2.9 816.5 0.02 0.00 

C-SP32 Gusset 7.85 51.2 30.6 412.1 0.12 0.07 

C-SP33 Gusset 11.77 62.0 8.1 412.1 0.15 0.02 

C-SP34 Gusset 23.12 48.5 10.9 209.9 0.23 0.05 

C-SP35 Gusset 5.94 57.2 12.0 816.5 0.07 0.01 

*Note: Ratios are the FEA results divided by the theoretical moment P·e at the respective location   



Table B.2 Moment ratio results for continuous laced two-channel members 

Model 

ID 

Failure 

Location 

(PL/LS) x 

(CD/CS)* 

FEA Moment @ 

Mid-Panel (kip-

in) 

FEA Moment @ 

End Stay Plate (kip-

in) 

P·e      

(kip-in) 

Ratio @ 

Mid-Panel 

Ratio @ 

End Stay 

Plate 

C-L1 Mid-Panel 40 92.1 48.1 1822.5 0.05 0.03 

C-L2 Mid-Panel 40 94.7 47.4 1822.5 0.05 0.03 

C-L3 Gusset 40 32.1 85.5 1822.5 0.02 0.05 

C-L4 Gusset 40 31.4 90.0 1822.5 0.02 0.05 

C-L5 Mid-Panel 20 86.1 100.5 1822.5 0.05 0.06 

C-L6 Mid-Panel 20 77.7 70.0 1822.5 0.04 0.04 

C-L7 Gusset 20 15.0 55.6 1822.5 0.01 0.03 

C-L8 Gusset 20 38.3 60.0 1822.5 0.02 0.03 

C-L9 Mid-Panel 128 114.2 110.5 887.5 0.13 0.12 

C-L10 Mid-Panel 128 114.4 110.5 887.5 0.13 0.12 

C-L11 Gusset 128 28.4 103.2 887.5 0.03 0.12 

C-L12 Gusset 128 28.4 98.9 887.5 0.03 0.11 

C-L13 Mid-Panel 64 117.1 98.5 887.5 0.13 0.11 

C-L14 Mid-Panel 64 103.3 61.5 887.5 0.12 0.07 

C-L15 Gusset 64 30.0 66.9 887.5 0.03 0.08 

C-L16 Gusset 64 33.1 81.5 887.5 0.04 0.09 

C-L17 Mid-Panel 8.89 60.1 46.5 3700.0 0.02 0.01 

C-L18 Mid-Panel 8.89 62.1 46.2 3700.0 0.02 0.01 

C-L19 Gusset 8.89 42.0 49.8 3700.0 0.01 0.01 

C-L20 Gusset 8.89 42.1 53.7 3700.0 0.01 0.01 

C-L21 Mid-Panel 4.44 46.3 98.1 3700.0 0.01 0.03 

C-L22 Mid-Panel 4.44 42.4 94.5 3700.0 0.01 0.03 

C-L23 Gusset 4.44 19.3 29.0 3700.0 0.01 0.01 

C-L24 Gusset 4.44 15.6 42.5 3700.0 0.00 0.01 

C-L25 End Gusset 64 - 199.8 887.5 - 0.23 

C-L26 End Gusset 20 - 147.7 1822.5 - 0.08 

          *Note: PL = Panel length (in.); LS = Lacing spacing (in.); CD = Channel Depth (in.); CS = Channel Spacing, or 2e (in.) 
Ratios are the FEA results divided by the theoretical moment P·e at the respective location 

 

  



Table B.3 Moment ratio results for non-continuous stay-plated two-channel members 

Model 

ID 

Failure 

Location 
CD / CS* 

FEA Moment @ 

Gusset (kip-in) 

FEA Moment 

@ Mid-Panel 

P·e 

(kip-in) 

Ratio @ 

Gusset 

Ratio @ 

Mid-Panel 

N-SP1 Gusset 2 389.8 - 1675.8 0.23 - 

N-SP2 Gusset 1 386.5 - 3329.6 0.12 - 

N-SP3 Gusset 0.5 368.9 - 6637.1 0.06 - 

N-SP4 Gusset 2 388.3 - 1675.8 0.23 - 

N-SP5 Gusset 1 406.5 - 3329.6 0.12 - 

N-SP6 Gusset 0.5 398.1 - 6637.1 0.06 - 

N-SP7 Gusset 2 379.8 - 1675.8 0.23 - 

N-SP8 Gusset 1 419.5 - 3329.6 0.13 - 

N-SP9 Gusset 0.5 434.1 - 6637.1 0.07 - 

N-SP10 Gusset 2 370.8 - 1675.8 0.22 - 

N-SP11 Gusset 1 414.2 - 3329.6 0.12 - 

N-SP12 Gusset 0.5 449.3 - 6637.1 0.07 - 

N-SP13 Gusset 2 481.8 - 1675.8 0.29 - 

N-SP14 Gusset 2 483.1 - 1675.8 0.29 - 

N-SP15 Gusset 1 513.8 - 3329.6 0.15 - 

N-SP16 Gusset 1 530.7 - 3329.6 0.16 - 

N-SP17 Gusset 0.5 558.0 - 6637.1 0.08 - 

N-SP18 Gusset 0.5 573.1 - 6637.1 0.09 - 

N-SP19 Gusset 1 413.8 - 3329.6 0.12 - 

N-SP20 Gusset 1 409.9 - 3329.6 0.12 - 

N-SP21 Gusset 1 422.7 - 3329.6 0.13 - 

N-SP22 Gusset 1 424.3 - 3329.6 0.13 - 

N-SP23 Gusset 1 424.3 - 3329.6 0.13 - 

N-SP24 Gusset 1 409.5 - 3329.6 0.12 - 

N-SP25 Mid-Panel 2 104.3 136.8 3329.6 0.04 0.03 

N-SP26 Mid-Panel 1 1.2 142.5 3329.6 0.04 0.00 

N-SP27 Mid-Panel 0.5 44.3 35.8 6637.1 0.01 0.01 

N-SP28 Mid-Panel 1 25.9 46.2 3329.6 0.01 0.01 

N-SP29 Gusset 1 409.5 - 3329.6 0.12 - 

N-SP30 Mid-Panel 1 55.8 81.4 3329.6 0.02 0.02 

N-SP31 Gusset 1 405.2 - 3329.6 0.12 - 

N-SP32 Mid-Panel 2 129.0 167.0 1675.8 0.10 0.08 

N-SP33 Mid-Panel 1 81.8 111.8 3329.6 0.03 0.02 

N-SP34 Mid-Panel 0.5 20.3 39.9 6637.1 0.01 0.00 

N-SP35 Gusset 2 66.4 - 209.9 0.32 - 

N-SP36 Gusset 1 70.2 - 412.1 0.17 - 

N-SP37 Gusset 0.5 68.2 - 816.5 0.08 - 

N-SP38 Gusset 2 65.2 - 209.9 0.31 - 



N-SP39 Gusset 1 72.4 - 412.1 0.18 - 

N-SP40 Gusset 0.5 73.2 - 816.5 0.09 - 

N-SP41 Gusset 2 63.7 - 209.9 0.30 - 

N-SP42 Gusset 1 71.9 - 412.1 0.17 - 

N-SP43 Gusset 0.5 76.9 - 816.5 0.09 - 

N-SP44 Gusset 2 62.9 - 209.9 0.30 - 

N-SP45 Gusset 1 69.7 - 412.1 0.17 - 

N-SP46 Gusset 0.5 76.3 - 816.5 0.09 - 

N-SP47 Mid-Panel 2 1.29 8.9 209.9 0.04 0.01 

N-SP48 Mid-Panel 1 12.9 10.0 412.1 0.02 0.03 

N-SP49 Mid-Panel 0.5 17.5 16.1 816.5 0.02 0.02 

N-SP50 Mid-Panel 2 9.6 20.2 209.9 0.10 0.05 

N-SP51 Mid-Panel 1 5.7 15.0 412.1 0.04 0.01 

N-SP52 Mid-Panel 0.5 3.7 2.4 816.5 0.00 0.00 

                      *Note: CD = Channel Depth (in.); CS = Channel Spacing, or 2e (in.) 
Ratios are the FEA results divided by the theoretical moment P·e at the respective location 

  



Table B.4 Moment ratio results for non-continuous laced two-channel members 

Model 

ID 

Failure 

Location 

(PL/LS) x 

(CD/CS)* 

FEA Moment @ 

Mid-Panel (kip-

in) 

FEA Moment @ 

End Stay Plate (kip-

in) 

P·e      

(kip-in) 

Ratio @ 

Mid-Panel 

Ratio @ 

End Stay 

Plate 

N-L1 Mid-Panel 16 119.0 79.6 2062.5 0.06 0.04 

N-L2 Mid-Panel 4 27.6 41.6 3937.5 0.01 0.01 

N-L3 Mid-Panel 64 172.8 159.6 1125.0 0.15 0.14 

N-L4 Mid-Panel 8 68.5 82.6 3937.5 0.02 0.02 

N-L5 Mid-Panel 32 133.2 91.8 2062.5 0.06 0.04 

N-L6 Mid-Panel 32 206.4 84.4 2062.5 0.10 0.04 

N-L7 Mid-Panel 16 123.1 89.2 2062.5 0.06 0.04 

N-L8 Mid-Panel 16 58.7 101.5 2062.5 0.03 0.05 

N-L9 Mid-Panel 16 118.7 199.7 2062.5 0.06 0.10 

N-L10 Mid-Panel - 54.8 81.8 2062.5 0.03 0.04 

N-L11 Gusset 16 47.2 107.5 2062.5 0.02 0.05 

N-L12 Gusset 4 37.5 171.9 3937.5 0.01 0.04 

N-L13 Gusset 64 43.4 131.8 1125.0 0.04 0.12 

N-L14 Gusset 8 40.9 108.8 1125.0 0.04 0.10 

N-L15 Gusset 32 49.9 135.9 2062.5 0.02 0.07 

N-L16 Gusset 32 48.4 108.0 2062.5 0.02 0.05 

N-L17 Gusset 16 38.7 123.6 2062.5 0.02 0.06 

N-L18 Gusset - 50.7 185.0 2062.5 0.02 0.09 

         *Note: PL = Panel length (in.); LS = Lacing spacing (in.); CD = Channel Depth (in.); CS = Channel Spacing, or 2e (in.) 
Ratios are the FEA results divided by the theoretical moment P·e at the respective location 

  



APPENDIX C – GAGE PLANS 
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APPENDIX D – INSPECTION AND LOAD RATING DOCUMENTS 

Appendix D1: Information provided to inspectors 

Appendix D2: Information provided to load raters 

Appendix D3: Research Team load rating calculations 



Appendix D1: Information provided to inspectors



Figure 1. Truss chord elevation view (looking from joint L4 toward joint L2)

Figure 2. Truss chord plan view (looking from joint L4 toward joint L2)



























Appendix D2: Information provided to load raters



Figure 1. Truss chord elevation view (looking from joint L4 toward joint L2)

Figure 2. Truss chord plan view (looking from joint L4 toward joint L2)



































































LEC
June 2018

(Actual material properties not known, assumed values based on MBE
Table 6A.6.2.1-1 for construction in 1941)

33
66

978

0.99

866
0.79

32

D
3.6

Appendix D3: Research team load rating calculations



≔Ag_asbuilt 34.65 in2

≔An_asbuilt 28.95 in2

≔Ag_asinspected 32.5 in2

≔An_asinspected 27.91 in2

＝Pn_yield ⋅⋅ϕy Ag Fy

≔ϕy 0.95

≔Fy 33 ksi

≔Pn_yield_asbuilt =⋅⋅ϕy Ag_asbuilt Fy 1086.28 kip

≔Pn_yield_asinspected =⋅⋅ϕy Ag_asinspected Fy 1018.88 kip

＝Pn_fracture ⋅⋅⋅⋅ϕu An U Rp Fu

≔ϕu 0.8

≔U 1

≔Rp 1

≔Fu 66 ksi

≔Pn_fracture_asbuilt =⋅⋅⋅⋅ϕu An_asbuilt U Rp Fu 1528.56 kip

≔Pn_fracture_asinspected =⋅⋅⋅⋅ϕu An_asinspected U Rp Fu 1473.65 kip



＝RF ――――――――――――
--Capacity ⎛⎝γDC⎞⎠ ((DC)) ⎛⎝γDW⎞⎠ ((DW))

⎛⎝γLL⎞⎠ (( +LL IM))

≔DC 335 kip ≔γDC 1.25

≔DW 0 kip ≔γDW 1.5

≔LL 322 kip ≔γLL 1.75

＝Capacity ⋅⋅⋅ϕc ϕs ϕ Rn

≔ϕc 0.85

≔ϕs 0.9

>⋅ϕc ϕs 0.85 ≔ϕcϕs 0.85

≔Casbuilt =⋅ϕs min ⎛⎝ ,Pn_yield_asbuilt Pn_fracture_asbuilt⎞⎠ 977.65 kip

≔Casinspected =⋅ϕcϕs min ⎛⎝ ,Pn_yield_asinspected Pn_fracture_asinspected⎞⎠ 866.04 kip

≔RFasbuilt =―――――――――――
--Casbuilt ⎛⎝γDC⎞⎠ ((DC)) ⎛⎝γDW⎞⎠ ((DW))

⎛⎝γLL⎞⎠ ((LL))
0.99

≔RFasinspected =――――――――――――
--Casinspected ⎛⎝γDC⎞⎠ ((DC)) ⎛⎝γDW⎞⎠ ((DW))

⋅⎛⎝γLL⎞⎠ ((LL))
0.79

＝Δfeff ⋅⋅Rp Rs Δf

≔LLfatigue 134 kip ≔γfatigueI 1.5

≔γfatigueII 0.75

≔L 128 ft

≔nL 2

≔ADTTSL 1500

≔age =-2018 1941 77

Note: the load
factors have been
increased to 1.75
and 0.8 in the 8th
edition of the
specifications



≔Rp +++0.988 ⋅6.87 10-5
⎛
⎜
⎝
―
L

ft

⎞
⎟
⎠

⋅⋅4.01 10-6 ⎛⎝ADTTSL⎞⎠ ―――
0.0107

nL

=Rp 1.01

≔Rs 1.0

≔Δf =⋅――――
LLfatigue

An_asinspected
γfatigueII 3.6 ――

kip

in2

≔Δfeff =⋅⋅Rp Rs Δf 3.63 ――
kip

in2

≔ΔFTH 7 ksi

≔Δfmax =⋅⋅―――
γfatigueI

γfatigueII
Δf Rp 7.26 ――

kip

in2

>Δfmax ΔFTH

＝Yearsremaining ――――――
-Navailable Nused

⋅⋅365 n ADTTSL

≔A ⋅22 108 ksi3

≔n 1

≔RR 1.3

≔Navailable =―――
⋅RR A

⎛⎝Δfeff⎞⎠
3
59780670

≔Nused =⋅⋅⋅365 n ADTTSL age 42157500

≔Nremaining =-Navailable Nused 17623170.23

≔Yremaining =――――――
Nremaining

⋅⋅365 n ADTTSL
32.19

Note: with updated load
factors, effective stress
range is = 3.87 ksi

Note: with updated load factors,
remaining life is 13 years









































 

 

 

 
 

 

S-BRITE Center 
As infrastructure continues to age, the engineers who designed and had first-hand knowledge of the 
then new structures (e.g., the Interstate era) eventually exit the workforce. Further, the vast majority of 
the infrastructure comprises structures built with older materials, design philosophies, and construction 
practices that are no longer discussed in the classroom. To successfully maintain the existing steel 
bridge inventory, expertise is needed in the areas of deterioration, fatigue, fracture, corrosion, repair/
retrofit, coatings, materials, NDE, riveting, welding, and fabrication. Using Purdue’s existing strengths 
in education and research, the Steel Bridge Research, Inspection, Training, and Engineering (S-BRITE) 
Center fills a growing need in the transportation industry as it relates to existing and aging steel bridges. 

Additional information about the S-BRITE Center is available at https://engineering.purdue.edu
/CAI/SBRITE. 

Publication 
This report was published by the S-BRITE Center at Purdue University. The full content of this 
technical report (in pdf and e-book formats) is available for download at https://doi.org/10.5703
/1288284316925. 

Open Access and Collaboration with Purdue University 
The Indiana legislature established the Joint Highway Research Project in 1937. In 1997, this 
collaborative venture between the Indiana Department of Transportation and Purdue University was 
renamed as the Joint Transportation Research Program ( JTRP) to reflect state and national efforts 
to integrate the management and operation of various transportation modes.  Since 1937, the JTRP 
program has published more than 1,600 technical reports. In 2010, the JTRP partnered with the 
Purdue University Libraries to incorporate these technical reports in the University’s open access digital 
repository and to develop production processes for rapidly disseminating new research reports via this 
repository. Affiliated publications have since been added to the JTRP collection, which has exceeded 1.8 
million downloads. 

https://doi.org/10.5703
http:https://engineering.purdue.edu
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